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A. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

The actual role of pharmacists and pharmaceutical distribution in the health 

delivery system in Egypt has received little attention in the professional 

literature. Those few studies which have been done have focused on the 

pharmacists' role as a provider of family planning information and contraceptive 

products, rather than on the broader role of active participant in the delivery of 

primary health care. Yet all indications are that the pharmacist is often the 

first and major contact point with the modern health care sector for a large 

portion of the Egyptian population. 

The purpose of this project was to: (1) document the actual role of 

commercial drug suppliers, pharmacies and pharmacists; (2) determine bottle

necks or constraints in pharmaceutical distribution at both the macro and micro 

levels; and (3) make recommendations on how to more effectively utilize this 

distribution system in the delivery of primary health care services and products. 

B. METHODOLOGY
 

This study was conducted in two phases. Phase One involved interviews by 

The Futures Group senior staff with representatives of the Egyptian Government 

involved in the regulation of pharmacy practices and pharmaceutical distribu

tion; representatives of pharmacy schools; representatives of pharmaceutical 

importers, manufacturers, and distributors, and the administration of a struc

tured questionnaire to pharmacists attending a conference in Alexandria. Phase 

Two involved 10 days of in-depth observations and discussions with pharmacists 

and clients in both urban and rural settings, and was conducted by a medical 

anthropoligist who is a consultant to The Futures Group. 
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C. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The primary objective .of the Egyptian Government's regulation of the 

pharmaceutical industry is to provide medically important and widely used drugs 

at prices which make them available to the large majority of citizenry. This 

6bjective has been clearly met by the current set of regulations and practices. 

However, in meeting this objective the government has constructed a set of 

disincentives for the broader role that the pharmaceutical distribution system 

could play in meeting the primary health care needs of the Egyptian population. 

This summary is divided into three sections: Section one summarizes the 

findings concerning the major impediments to expansion of the pharmaceutical 

distribution system; section two summarizes the role of the pharmacists as a 

provider of products and health care services; section three discusses the broad 

recommendations which resulted from this study. 
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I. THE PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

L-. Manufacturing 

The pharmaceutical industry in Egypt has developed primarily as a public 
sector industry and is..currently valued aboutat 330 million Egyptian pounds 
annually. Th-_ e is only one purely private sector manufacturer; this one firm is 
juxtaposed to 1I public sector companies which import materials or finished 
products, produce intermediate chemicals for drug manufacture, package 
pharmaceutical products and/or 
 locally manufacture pharmaceuticals. 
 The 
government also participates with three foreign firms in joint venture arrange
ments. Although over 80 percent of drugs consumed in Egypt are produced 
locally, there are a large number of private drug importers. On balance the 
government's strategy for mixed public/private sector production has provided a 
large manufacturing and importation capacity in the country, although its capital 
stock is becoming antiquated and will require major new invotmn.- ?. .. ...
 

term.
 

b. Distribution 

The public sector distribution company, Egyptian Company for Trade and 
Distribution of Pharmaceuticals (EGYDRUG) is the primary distributor of 
pharmaceutical products in Egypt. This one company currently distributes over 
one-half of all drugs produced by local companies, imported as finished products 
or produced theby one private sector firm. In addition, all pharmaceutical 
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companies, regardless of ownership, maintain their own distribution capability, 

with varying degrees of product and geographic coverage. However, since 

EGYDRUG dominates both product and geographic distribution, and in some 
cases may be the only distributor in rural areas of Egypt, the distribution 

practices of this one company are critical in making drug products available. 

Unfortunately, the distribution system of EGYDRUG does not always work 

efficiently and in some cases is a prime contributor to product shortages. 

In particular, product shortages of "popular" low priced drugs are a problem 

at both the individual pharmacy and potentially in government health clinics. 

Pharmacists are often put in the position of having to order and stock "winter 

drugs" during the summer and "summer drugs" during the winter. This practice 

places a significant burden on the already strained cash flow of most pharmacL:S 
and results in the lack of availability of important drugs when they are needed. 

Additionally, many pharmacists must actually go to the distribution center to 
physically pick up products since the distributor has little incentive to deliver 

ordered goods except to very large central urban pharmacies. 

c. Pricing 

The retail price for pharmaceutical products manufactured in Egypt is 
established by the Egyptian Government at the time the product is approved for 
sale. This fixed price is not changed over time, evei, though similar or generic 

equivalent drugs may be introduced at later date anda may be priced 
significantly higher. Additionally, since some drugs are priced according to 
"social need," many products are actually sold at below the current 



manufacturing cost. The price of imported drugs is allowed to change over time,
but there are delays associated with the approval process. The result of thispricing policy is as follows: (1) -here is little incentive for manufacturers to
produce low priced drugs even though they may be_ b.dly needed, (2) domestic 
manufacturers are at a competitive disddvantages in relation to importers, (3)shortages of low priced drugs occurs with some frequency, stimulating the entry

of higher priced imported products, (4) lower priced drugs are "ovcrconsumed,, bythe Egyptian public, and (5) there is an incentive for pharmacists to substitute
higher priced drugs because the actual dollar amount earned is hi ;hr, although
the percentage profit may be lower (e.g. the profit margin on publjically produced
drugs is 17 percent while it is only 8 percent on imported drugs). 

d. Oualitv Control 

While quality control during the actual production process was not deter
mined during the course of this study, it is apparent that significant Improve.
ments are needed, particularly in the 
area of packaging. For example, it was

determined that instructions for 
use of some products preprinted on the out.ide

package do not agree with the instructional leaflet contained inide the package.

A corollary to this problem is that pharmacists often are not clear in theirinstructions to their clients on the correct dosage or in some cases even thecorrect use of particular products. There is little evidence of the availability of 

Instructional material for patients who cannot read. 
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2. THE PHARMACY AND THE PHARMACIST 

a. The Pharmacy 

There are approximately 5,400 pivate pharmacies operating in Egypt as of 

January 1982. As is the cdse in many developing countries, pharmacie5 are 

Jstributed disproportionally in thf ruajor two cities of Cairo ahd Acxandrla. 

The rural distribution of ph.ormacies jpi .ars to 1), vi'rdequate for complete 

health care coverage, but ctarae not sufficiently complete to state thi-, with an 

absolute degree*of cerzaintv. 

Generally sp)aking, Egyptian ph-irmacies, outside of thote ir central urban 
4ocations, look crowded, dusty, and have little waitin/Ittin, space, 'iost ot 

them Mve similar drup-, ar.d lack aestIhet ic appeal. Most pharmac~es have 

substandard bathroom £acilities and onl very smaII rt'rige!raiors. Modern 

business amenit;s, such at, simple calculators, are found infrequently. 

b. Training of Pharmacists 

There are over 16,000 pharmacists working in Egypt today, and indigenous 

pharmacy schools are now graduatin} over 1,300 pharrnaciWt., aniually. Phar

macy student: spend five ycars. "-st.dyn: plont and- Their edicinal values 

anatomy, *harnaLceutical law, generic named of dr'ug, che0iI.al-,pAhar1n.cology, 

etc. During t , cir school year,, primary emIhniss, is,placed andrug,r e;,,rations . 

a skill that is rarely use.d in the age of modern phrmaceut ical poduc:-. Skills 

related to management, accounting and human relations, all of which are 

Important to a succes.sful pharmacy operation, are rarely given to pharmnacy 

students. In addition, only recently have pharmacy schools itarted to Include 

http:che0iI.al
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training Infamily Planning and teach #ome courses Incllnical medicine -an area 
~ f of aticall y needed OrmAtl o by most practicinjag l t 1 -

_ _ 

r c. l'ehraitRole 

The general role 7of the. pharmacist In Egypt necessitates an activeparticipation inboth the delvery of health care services and In the dissemination 
h.4iealth knowledge, The pharmacists acts as an Interpreter to clients seeking

WnormatiOn about their Maladies and Unable to read or understand a doctor's
Prescription. The phamacist also comforts patients, aofers medil die

*Passes Opinions on doctors skills from looking at a prescription, and providesreferral services to clients. Additionally, a pharmacist offers first-aid and 
* . Injection services and counsels his clients. 

The *neighborhood pharmacisr and the "rural phamaclst" form strongsocial bond with their commuitiges. They know their clients by name, theiraiments and their drug neds. They Participate Inall community events, such asweddings, funerals, etc People stop to chat, joe, share a problem with their
Preferred Pharmacim, As a result, a-strong patron-dient reatihp es

bew phua aci their dinsand clients becomepoctv of theirpharmacy. Secawe of the strength of the social relationship, the act of buyingdrugs from another phamacy Isoften seen as a betrayal of friendship. Apharmacists. opinion Is respected, and medcal instructions wre followed by the 
client. 

As aresult hsatv eof th~,~epwadta af~ui ouslo nhealer the diagnosis and trestmqnt of Illnesses becomes an often provided and
Important service. As a result, further use of pharmacists as providers of
primary health care Isboth feasible and practical,
 



d. Information and Communications 

Many pharmacists, and particularly rural pharmacists, feel cut off from 

sources of information about new drugs, their indications, contraindications, 

dosages and side effects. Part.of the problem is the lack of adequate reference 

books on drug composition and symptoms, and also infrequent visits to phar

macies by pharmaceutical company representatives. The lack of profes-sional 

journals, brochures, fliers, etc. specifically aimed at pharmacists and pharmacy 

practice adds to the isolation of all pharmacists, especially in rural areas. 

e. Relations with Physicians 

Generally speaking, the relationship between Egyptian doctors and pharma

cists is a cool one. Doctors accuse 'pharmacists of diagnosing diseases and 

prescribing medicine without a license. Phamacists insist that they offer this 

service to clients that would not go ,to see a doctor because they lack the money 

and/or distrust the medical system. Pharmacists accuse new doctors of being 

ignorant of drug preparations and of over prescribing antibiotics when they are 

not needed. However, in spite of the differences of opinion, networks of 

friendships do form and become the basis for pharmacist/doctor referrals. 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following recommendations are made in light of our conclusion that 

the pharmacist and the phamaceutical distribution system in Egypt represents an 

"untapped" resource which could make a major contribution Lo the delivery of 

primary health care if properly channeled and reinforced. 
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a. Reinforce and Increase the Role theof Pharmacist in the Delivery of
Primary Health Care 

Many people in Egypt, and in particular those living in rural areas, see the 
pharmacist as an important person to consult about their health problems. Part 
of this attitude results from the pharmacist as both a professional member of the 
health community and also as a local resident concerned about the welfare of 
l)js/her friends and neighbors. Additionally, a pharmacist's advice is free while a 
physician's advice could be costly. A pharmacist is readily available to see a 
client while seeing a physician may require a long waiting time at the clinic. 

Since the pharmacist is often the initial contact point for people who are 
sick or who need medical/health advice, it would appear desirable to work 
toward a policy which would support and reinforce the pharmacist's unique 

position. 

While it would be desirable to actually "select" areas where the pharma
cists would be encouraged to provide primary health care services (such as many 
of the childhood diseases), this tudy did not produce information necessary to 
determine priority areas of activity. Nevertheless, regardless of the health 
areas selected, it will still be important to develop a system which will better 
inform pharmacists and keep them up to date on areas of treatment and new
 
drug information. 
 Also, in equiping pharmacistS for a more active role, it would
 
be helpful 
to provide them with information which would lead to more efficient
 
business practices and pharmacy operations.
 

b. Provide Incentives for NewPharmacists to Workin Rural Areas 

As stated previously, this study did not produce findings to prove the 
hypothesis that there Is a drug availability problem In rural areas. However, 
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given 	 the significant cost of opening a pharmacy and the pharmacy/population 

ratios that are needed for a pharmacy to be successful, it appears likely that 

rural 	 pharmacy coverage may be inadequate. Given the large numbers of 

pharmacists who are being graduated each year from Egyptian pharmacy schools, 

It is 	our contention that incentives, could be provided to interest these new 

young 	pharmacists in opening up a rural practice. 

c. 	 Provide Better Information to Pharmacists to Transmit Drug Information 
to Their Clients 

During the course of this study it was observed that clients are not 

provided with adequate information on drug use regimen or in some cases even 

on the correct use of a product. This problem is further compounded when 

dealing with an illiterate population. Information needs to be developed which 

can accompany drugs which clearly show, in a culturally relevant manner, how a 

drug is to be used, how much of the drug is to be taken and at what times the 

drug is to be administered. 

d. 	 Improve the Distribution of Drugs to Pharmacies 

This is clearly one of the more important needs of Egyptian pharmacists, 

yet it is one of the most complex areas in which to take corrective action. The 

distribution system responds to many forces, such as the pricing structure of 

different drugs, the physical delivery system used, credit policies and production 

schedules. Besides providing EGYDRUG with incentives to ext nd their distribu

tion system into the rural pharmacy, we also feel that a simpler pricing structure 

would go a long way toward improving drug distribution and availability. 

Because of the desire of the Egyptian government to provide low cost drugs, It 
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might be possible to adopt a poicy which allow prices to actually reflect current 

production costs and appropriate mark-ups, but also subsidizes socially priced 

products. Such a policy would provide incentives both to the distributor and to 

the pharmacists but would not place financiala burden on the ultimate 

consumer. 

Increase the Availability of New Drugs by Shortening the Time Required
;..or 	Registration 

The registration time required to market a new drug in Egypt ranges from 

three 	to seven years. Thus, drug registration becomes an expensive problem for 

many importers and discourages new and potentially unique products from 

entering the market. On the other side of the coin, it would be desirable to work 

with the gove:nment on better labeling, drug packaging information and quality 

control procedures. 

f. 	 Determine the Competition/Complementarity among Pharmacists, Tradi
tional Medical Practitioners and Physicians 

Before major changes are made in the role of the pharmacist as a provider 

of primary health care, it will be important to determine among a broader based 

sample the degree to which our findings are representative of a broader cross 

section of pharmacists, their clients, physicians and traditional medical practi

tioners. In addition, as policy options are formulated it will be important to 

determine their acceptability to those groups which play a major role in the 

delivery of primary health care in Egypt. 
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g. 	 Review Pharmacist Training Versus Pharmacist Practice to
 
Make Positive Revisions in Each to Enhance Basic Health Care.
 

The curriculum for pharmacists' education is focused primarily toward 

chemistry and preparation of drugs, while pharmacist practice is dominated by 

packaged drugs. Further, given the close pharmacist/client relationship and the 

respect with which the pharmacist is held, the pharmacist's role contains 

-inevitable diagnostic aspects bf referral and recommendation, for which there is 

little training. 

On one hand, pharmacist's formal training should be re-examined to better 

equip them for actual pharmacist activities and to better acquaint them with 

their limitations. On the other hand, strengths of existing training should 

receive careftui consideration in planning to meet basic health needs - for 

example, there may be cases where the pharmacist's compounding of oral 

rehydration salts might relieve manufacture, packaging, and distribution con

straints and provide stronger pharmacist incentives to deliver the product. 



1I. MAJOR AGGREGATE FACTORS IN THE
 

PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACY SECTOR AFFECTING DELIVERY
 

OF HEALTH CARE IN EGYPT
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A. STRUCTURE OF THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY 

1. Industry Structure 

The Egyptian government's policy since the nationalization period of the 

Nassar era has been to encourage the development of a self-sufficient pharma

ceutical industry. Now over 80 percent of the drugs consumed in Egypt are either 

manufactured in the country from imported chemicals or packaged from imported 

bulk drugs. As a result, the pharmaceutical industry in Egypt has developed 

primarily as public sector companies. These include one importer of raw materials, 

one importer of finished products which also distributes locally produced pharma

ceuticals to Egyptian pharmacies, one manufacturer of chemicals for use in the 

production of drugs, one packaging firm, and seven major public sector manufac

turing companies. The government also participates in joint ventures with three 

foreign firms - Pfizer, Swisspharma, and Hoechst. There is one private sector 

manufacturer, the American firm, Squibb, which is established as a wholly-owned 

subsidiary under the Egyptian investment statute, Public Law 43. Additionally, 

there are over 50 firms which -import finished drugs and over 127 firms with 

registered scientific offices to market imports or manufacture drugs under license. 

Table A lists both the private and public sector marufacturers, distributors 

and importers that operate in the pharmaceutical industry in Egypt. For the public 

sector companies, the table also indicates the major international firms through 

which the public sector -companies manufacture pharmaceuticals under license. 

Table B lists the 127 firms which have registered medical representatives in Egypt. 

Appendix I provides a list of the addresses for the major producers, importers and 

distributors. 
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TABLE A
 

A. Local Pharmaceuti~al Manufacturing Companies 

1. 	 El Nile Pharmaceuticals and Chemical Industries Co.: 'the manufac
turer (under license) of the products of: E. M. Merck (Br), Upjohn 
(USA), Wyeth (USA), Parke Davis (UK), Clin Comar (Sweden), Alcon, 
Biochemie (Australia), Baxter (USA), Evans, Delaande, Lepetit, Abbott 
(USA), Wyeth (USA), Clan Midy (Fr), Braun (W.Ger.), Richter Otaly). 

2. 	 Chemical Industries Development Co. (CID): the manufacturer (under 
license) of: Choay (France), Laroche Navarron (Fr), Aron (Fr), Archifar 
(Italy), Astra (Sweden), Rosa (France), Bellon (Fr), Vister, G. Shering 
(W. Ger.), Berna. (Switzerland), Bochringer (W.Ger.), B.D.H. (G.B.), 
Bristol Myers (USA), Takeda (Japan). 

3. 	 Al Kahira Company for Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals Industries: the 
manufacturer of che products for: Searle (GB), Bootes (GB), Smith, 
Kline, & French (GB), I.CJ. (GB), Merk Sharpe & Dome (USA). 

4. 	Memphis. the manufacturer of: .oussel (Fr), Fisson (Fr), A. Schering 
(USA), Aojm, Delalande. 

5. 	 Misr Pharmaceuticals Co.: the manufacturer for: Delft (Netherlands), 
Solco (Switzerland), Schering (WG), Lupin! (Italy), Ling (Austria), Muco
farm (Netherlands). 

6. 	 Alexandria Company for Pharmaceutical and Chemical Industries: the 
manufacturer for: Specia (Fr), Bayer (WGer), Therablin (Fr), Medimpex 
(Hungary). 

7. 	 The Arab Company for Pharmaceutical and Chemical Industries 
(Arabia): the manufacturer for: Beaufour (France), Siegfried (Switzer
land), Ling (Austria), Veramex (Fr), Rivizza (Italy), Knoll (WGer). 

B. 	 Joint Venture Companies for Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals 

1. 	 Swiss Pharma: Ciba-Geigy - Sandoz - Wander)
 
Capital 47% Ciba - Geigy - Suirre
 

13% Wander & Sandoz - Suirre 
40% Egypt 

.2. Pfizer Egypt:
 
50% Pfizer Company Egypt
 
50% Egypt
 

3. 	 Hoechist:
 
60% Hoechst op Orient
 
40% Egypt
 

C. 	 Private Drug Companies 

Squibb 

Appendix I provides a partial list of the location and telephone or telex contact 
for many of these firms. 
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D. Private Companies for Import and Distribution of Drugs (not manufacturers) 

1. Chemipharm 

2. Sofico 	Pharm 

3. Egyptian Promoters Center 

4. 4.M. 

5. Middle East 

6. Amoun 

7. Matager El N le 

8. El Kamal 

9. Sinoe 

10. Alkan 

11. International Trade Corporation Limited 

12. Samy 	& Company for Export & Import 

13. Family of the Future 

E. Governmental company for Purchase and Distribution 

The Egyptian Company for Trade and Distribution of Pharmaceuticals (EGY-
DRUG) 

1. Import: import the finished products 

2. Distribution: Local and foreign drugs 

F. 	 Importer of Raw Materials for Pharmacies 

Al Gomhouria Company for Trading Chemicals and Medical Appliances 
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TABLE B 

Pharmaceutical Companies with Registered Scientific Offic, s In Egypt 

(Medical Representatives) 

Upjohn Intern, U.S.A. Lijemph, Holland Boots, England 
Abbott Intern, U.S.A. Biochemie, Austria Boehringer 
Asta, W.G. W. Warner, England Ing., W.G. 
I.C.N., Switzerland Dr. Thib, W.G. Heechst, Orient 
Sobio, France Glaxo Group L.E., England OHM, Switzerland 
Arcana, Austria 
Riyopharm, Switzerland 

Innothera, Frnace 
Laroche Navaron, France 

Dumex, Denmark 
Wander, Switzerland 

Cerm, France Laterma, France Wyeth Inten 
Alcon, U.S.A. Promedica, France N., U.S.A. 
E. Merck, W.G. 
Organon, Holland 
Stiefl, U.K. 

Roger Bellon, France 
Rosa, France 
Hepatrol, France 

Welling Intern, 
W.G. 
I.B.I., Italy 

Aesculaap, Holland Biotherax, France Sinaring, Italy 
Egic, France 
Fisons, England 
Aro,, France 

Merz, France 
Novo, Denmark 
Beecham, England 

Rowa - Wagner, 
Scherer, W.G. 
Fisons, England 

Delagrange, France 
Berna, Switzerland 

Park-Davis, U.S.A. 
Bauer, W.G. 

Larche-N avarone, 
France 

R. Merrell, EN gland B.W., England Ginseng, LEK 
Ayerest, Canada 
Eli-Lilly, U.S.A. 
Eaton, U.S.A. 

Bristol-Myers, Italy 
Nutricia Export, Holland 
Kabi, Sweden 

Beecham 
Medinova, Switzerland 
Mycofarm Delft, 

Allergan, U.S.A. 
Servier, France 

Krka, Yogoslavia 
Carlo Erba, Italy 

Holland 
I.CJ., England 

Boehringer Man., W.G. 
Memley & James, England 
Silbe, England 

Frmitalia, Italy 
Clim-Mioly, France 
Winthrop, U.S.A. 

Lidano, Denmark 
Archifar, Italy 
Astra, Sweden 

Lepetit, Italy 
Richter, Italy 

Alpha, Italy 
Schiaparalli, It-ly 

Riker, England 
Lakeside, U.S.A. 

Luitpold Werk, W.G. 
Linz, Austria 
Leo, Denmark 

Cusi, Spain 
Janssen, Belguim 
Simenz, W.G. 

Giorgio, Italy 
Raviza, Italy 
Atral, Portugal 

Nordisk, Denmark 
May& Baker, England 

Schering Co., U.S.A. 
Schering, W.G. 

S.K.F., England 
Pharmacia, 

Eck Gulden, W.G. 
Heinrich Mack, W.G. 

Adrosanol, Switzerianid 
Mucus, W.G. 

Aspro N icholas, 
Roussel, France 

Medlizen, Establishment 
Midy, Greece 
Medexport, U.S.S.R. 
Medimpex, Hungary 
M.S.D., U.S.A. 
Nestle, Switzerland 

Pfizer, Egypt 
Vister, Italy 
Medhel Hellas, Greece 
Braglia, Switzerland 
Squibb, U.S.A. 
Leerle, U.S.A. 

Delalande, France 
Milupa, W.G. 
Sarep, France 
Roche, Switzerland 
Specia, France 
Searle, England 

Theraplix & Merieux, France 
Sandoz, Switzerland 

Davis & Geck (Sutures), U.S.A. 
Ciba-Geigy, Switzerland 
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Table C lists the value of pharmaceutical production and Importation by 
Egyptian public, Joint venture, and private manulsring companies and by 
Imp.ters. Three private companles, CID, Kahlra and MIi each control over 10 

percent of the market. The only private producer, Squibb, has approximately 2.1 
percent of the market. 

•9 

2. 	 Regulatory Stu 

* 	 The pharmaceutical Industry In Egypt Is regulated by the "Counc for 

Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals, and Medical Equipment." This Is comprised of 

officials from the Ministry of Health, the boads of the public sector pharma. 
ceutical firms and representatives of the Egyptian medical schools. Major 

responsibilities for the regulatory administration lie with the Pharmacy AdmIn. 
Istration and with the Committees of the Technical Secretariat of the Drug Sector 

at the Ministry of Health. Together these regulate almost all aspects of the 

Industry, Including determination of which products will be produced or, Imported, 

their distribution and the apprnpriate prices. The goal Is to "provide drugs to the 

public at the lowest feasible price and avoid wasting limited health care resources 

through duplication of medicines produced locally." 

Three committees serve the Council to regulate varlous aspects of the 
ndustrys Committee for Importation of Finished Products, Committee for 

Registration, and Tariffication Committee. The Committee for Importation of 

Finished Products decides which foreign.produced drugs will be Importedt their 

quantities, and the amount needed to supplement the drugs produced by Egyptian 

firms. Drugs for which there are adequate substitutes from local production are 

generally not permitted to be Imported, although competition among Importers 

where there Is no local manufacturer Is encouraged In order to keep the prices low. 

4. , 



TA1LE C 

Egyptian Pharmaceuwical rk-et 1930/S1 by Firm 

Value by lPublic Price in MlIIon LE 

Firm Maiket Va4uc* Percen' of Market 

Adco 13.6 3.6 

Alex 17.3 5.2 

CID 39.4 11.2 

Nasr 12.9 

Nile 32.3 9. 

Kahia 34.21 10.1 

Memphis 21.97 6.4 

Misr 3.12 10.0 

Hoechst 19. 1.7 

Pfizer 12. 9.6 

Swissphar4m 23.4. 1.3 

Squibb 7.37 2.1 

Importation "Misr a" 4$.1 16.1 
(by Public Sector "EGYDRUG" 

Importation "Private" 16. 1 .7 

TOTAL* 2, I 

Source: Secetarlat of the Planning Secor 

*Includes baby milk 
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TABLE D 

Labeling and Packaging 

Requirements of the Pharmacy Law of 1955. 

Labels on containers and the .outer wrapping must show the following: 

1. 	 Name of the product, its registration number, and the quanities and 
names of substances used 

2. 	 Name of the country of origin, name and address of the manufacturers, 

packager, etc. 

3. 	 Method of use, sample dose, and claimed medical effect 

4. 	 Quantity in the container 

5. 	 Storage life 

6. 	 Coloring, preservatives, etc. 
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TABLE E 

Pharmaceutical Supply
by foreign and local drugs 
(million LE at retail price) 

Year 2/53 60/61 70/71 78* 79/80 80/81 
Local drugs -0.5 4.3 44.5 124.1 188.7 267.8 

Imported drugs 4.3 10.6 .7.2 17.4 31.6 62.3 
rotal 4.8 14.9 51.7 141.5 220.3 330.1 

?ercentage of local 

drugs to the total 10% 28% 86.3% 87 85.7% 81.1% 

Source for 52-71, 79-81 Technical Secretariat of the Drug Sector, Ministry
of Health 

* Source for 1978 "Study of Health Financing and Expenditures "Egypt" Publica
tion No IG, ARE Ministry of Health, Health Profile of Egypt, April 1980. 
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TABLE F 

F~yptian Drug Production
 
MdJIon LE in Producer Prices
 

Year 52/53 60/61 70/7 1 79/80 80/81 

Public Sector
 
Product by Millions 
 4.3 31.9 100.1 137.9
 

Private Sector
 
Product 0.5  7 41.6 52 

Total 0.5 4.3 38.9 141.7 189.9 

Percentage of Private
 
to the Total 100 0 21.9 
 !9.4 27.3 

Source: Unofficial statistics from the Technical Secretariat of the Drug Sector, 
Ministry of Health. 
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TABLE G 

Output of Pharmaceutical Chemicals from 1974 through 1976 

(Quantity in Tons - Value in Thousands of Egyptian Pounds) 

Article 

Sulfanilamide 

Sulfaguanidine 


Sulfadimidine 

Tulbonarnide 

Aspirin 

Salicelamide 

Sodium Salcylate 

Chloromphenicol 

Chlorpalminiade 

Penicillin procaen 

Tetracycline hydrochloric 

Others 

TOTAL 


1974 1975 1976 

Quantity Value Quantity Value Qunltity Value 

9.6 35 14.3 58 11.9 53 

47.9 185 33.5 156. 105 607 

60.0 398 - - 35 283 

40.5 95 26.1 120 28 133 

29.0 480 373.5 556 256 457 

19.0 77 38.4 108 52 179 

19.0 29 15.1 34 6 13 

10.6 449 18.5 825 20 900 

12.0 566 13.6 656 3 143 

25.3 853 21.8 737 29 177 

9.5 182 14.0 422 19 597 

- 1718 - 2391 - 3295 

- 5067 - 5763 6609 

Source: 'Industrial Outlook Report: Pharmaceuticals - Egypt," U.S. Embassy Egypt 
April 1979, as drawn from Federation of Egyptian Industries. 
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TABLE H 

Egyptian Drug Production 

(By form of finished product) 
I 

Pharemaceutica Form Unit QU A N T I T Y 

1974 1975 1977 

Ampules 

Vials 

Tablets 

Syrups and solutions 

Powders and granules 

Ointments and pastes 

Suppositories 

million units 

million units 

million units 

million bottles 

million bottles 

million tubes 

million units 

139.5 

45.6 

3,902.4 

50.1 

14.0 

23.3 

17.9 

187.6 

71.7" 

3,952.0 

62.5 

15.6 

33.8 

19.5 

206.5 

74.0 

4,597.0 

50.3 

15.0 

29.0 

31.0 

185.8 

75.2 

4,899.3 

55.6 

15.0 

27.0 

29.6 

Source: Industrial Outlook Report: Pharmaceuticals - Egypt, U.S. Embassy Egypt
April 1979. Drawn from daLe from the Federation of Egyptian Industries. 
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In 1980/1981, the pharmz..eutical industry in Egypt was valued at LE 330 

million at retail prices. Approximately 18.9 percent of this was from imported 

drugs (Table E). This imported level has been rising in the last few years. Of the 

LE 268 million manufactured' or packaged locally, slightly more than 70 percent 

was produced by the public sector manufacturers (Table F). Although the 

registration is somewhat biaed toward public sector compAnies, the entrance of 

tivife and joint venture firms through the "Open Door" policy may eventually 

reduce this public sector percentage. 

Egyptian production includes a broad base of product forms including ba:ic 

chemicals (approximately 7 pourcent of the production value) and manufacturing 

capability to produce capsules, vials, tablets, syrups, powders, ointments and 

suppositories. The physical volume of capsules, vials, tablets and suppositories 

were all growing at over 8-10 percent per year. 

Imports, both as intermediate chemical input to Egyptian drug production and 

packaging and as finished drugs, are very important to Egyptian pharmaceutical 

development. Although the value of imported finished drugs remains less than 20 

percent f retail expenditures, the Egyptian pricing structure magnifies the 

importance of imports for both the finished product and the imported content of 

Egyptian manufactured products. (See Tables E and I). The relative importance of 

imported drugs and components stems from the fact that the prices of these 

products are allowed to increase over time. However,. for domestic production.. 

retail prices are essentially fixed the year the drug enters the market. 
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TABLE I 

Imports 1973 - 1977 
(Millions of Egyptian Pounds) 

Year Drugs Chemicals & Other Supplies Total 

1973 5.2 14.0 19.2 

;-*.1974 8.3 19.9 28.2 

1975 14.1 29.9 44.0
 

1976 18.0 36.7 54.7
 

1977* 25.9 27.1 '53.0 

Source: Industrial Outlook Report: Pharmaceuticals - Egypt, U.S. Embassy Egypt 

April 1979. Drawn from data from the Federation of Egyptian Industries. 

* 1977 figures were preliminary. Official statistics were not available. 



The distribution of Egyptian pharmaceutical supply by pharmaceutical group
ing shown in Table 3 indicates the predominance of local manufacture or 

packaging. Of the 42 classes of drugs, in only 13 does the imported value exceed 
20 percent of the total market: cardiacs and vascularetics, endocrine system 
drugs, cytotoxins, diagnostics, oxytocics, coagulants, hemostatics, ophthalmics, 
skeletal/muscular relaxants and tranquilizers, pulmonics, cathartics, anesthetics, 

and analeppics, and dermatologics and gastrointestinals. The imported market in 
-'1980/81 excluding milks, was approximately 62 million Pounds, or about 18.9 
percent of the total pharmaceuticals market in Egypt. Of the total 14.1 percent is 
imported by the Egyptian government and 4.8 percent by private importers. 

Imported drugs are generally advanced formulas vitalor drugs. such as cardiac 
medicines for which no adequate substitutes are manufactured locally. However, 
the Ministry of Health predicts that imports of drugs, chemicals and raw materials 

for the production of pharmaceuticals will continue to increase to above 20 percent 
per year due to increased awareness by the public and continued expansion of 

health services provided by the government of Egypt. 

Table 3 also indicates that, of the total market (local production plus 
imports), the antibiotics group makes up by far the totallargest portion, 
approximately 22.5 percent. This is followed by analgesics and antirheumatics, 9.5 
percent, crude complexand vitamins, 5.7 percent, gastrointestinals and anor
exogenics, 4.5 percent, vitamin and mineral complexes, 4.3 percent, and 
skeletal/muscle relaxants, 4.2 percent. It should be remembered that non 
prescription as well as prescription drugs may be sold only in pharmacies and 
medical institutions and that both must be registered and have their prices 
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TABLE 3
 

Egyptian Pharmaceutical Market 1980/81 by Pharmaceutical Group
 

(Millions of Egyptian Pounds at Retail. Price) 

Pharmaceutical Local Imported Total Market % Total 
Grouping Production Drug as 

Market' 
% Imported 

Anaestheti.cs 1.33 0.92 2.25 41 0.7 

Analgesics & 28.21 3.14 31.35 10 9.5 

Antirheumatics 

Anaseptics 0.85 0.36 1.21 30 0.4 

Anthelmentics 3.07 0.5 3.57 .14 1.1 

Antiamoebics & 7.56 0.2 7.76 3 2.4 
Enterostatics 

Antibiotics 67.22 7.08 74.3 10 22.5 

Antimalarials 0.11 - 0.11 -

Anticoagulants 0.34 0.32 0.66 48 0.2 

Antihistaminics 4.5 0.36 4.51 8 1.4 

Cardiacs & 9.55 8.82 18.37 48 5.6 
Vascularetics 

Cathartics 1.78 0.6 2.38 25 0.7 

Chemobiotics 2.23 0.35 2.58 14 0.8 

Antituberculins & 1.29 0.17 1.46 12 0.4 
Antileprotics 

Spirocheticidals 0.009 - 0.009 0 -

Sulphonamides 1.29 - 1.29 0 0.4 

Dermatologics 12.39 3.6 12.99 28 3.9 

Ano-rectals 1.31 0.02 1.33 2 0.4 

Diagnostics 0.003 1.21 1.213 99 0.4 
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Endocrine System 
Drugs 

15.87 9.29 25.16 
37 7.6 

Gastrointestinals & 
Anorexogenics 

10.48 4.29 14.77 29 
4.5 

Hepatobilinogenics 

Heamostatics & 
Coagulants 

0.45 

0.47 

0.44 

0.98 

0.89 

1.45 

49 

68 

0.3 

0.4 
Immunologicals 

Miscellaneous 

00hthalmics 

Oro-dentals 

Oto-Rhino-
Laryngetics 

1.6 

3.34 

5.86 

1.01 

2.13 

0.24 

2.04 

2.36 

0.15 

1.84 

5.38 

8.22 

1.16 

2.13 

13 

38 

29 

13 

00 

0.6 

1.6 

2.5 

0.4 

0.7 

Oxytocics 

Pulmonics 

'Single Vitamins 

Crude & Complex 
Vitamins 

0.03 

10.32 

2.49 

18.63 

0.36 

2.37 

-

1.31 

0.39 

12.69 

2.49 

18.94 

92 

18 

0 

7 

0.1 

3.8 

0.8 

5.7 
Minerals 

Vitamin-Mineral 

(Complex Preparations) 

1.8 

13.98 

0.5 

0.3 

2.3 

14.28 

22 

2 

0.7 

4.3 
Lipotropics & 
Geriatrics 

4.4 4.401 
0 1.3 

Proteins - 0.04 0.04 100 -
Blood Substitutes & 

Restoratives 
4.5 0.22 4.72 

5 1.4 

Neuro-Sedatives & 
Hypnotics 

1.01 0.04 1.05 
4 0.3 

Skeletal Muscle 

Relaxants & 
Tranquillizers 

7.86 6.11 13.97 44 
4.2 

Spasmalytics 

Urologics 

9.32 

7.7 

0.67 

1.44 

9.99 

9.14 

7 

5 

3.0 

2.8 
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Vaginetics 1.8 0.57 2.37 24 0.7 

Cytotoxins - 0.79 0.79 100 0.2 

Milks - 12.73 12.73 100 

TOTALS 267.8 75.00 342.8 21.9 

TOTALS LESS MILK 267.8 62.27 330.07 18.9 

Source: Technical Secretariat of the Drug Sector, Egyptian Ministry of Health. 

* Excluding milk 
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regulated. Thus, an undetermined but probably large percentage of the drug sector 
deals with products such as aspirin and digestive powders.
 

The Egyptian pharmaceutical industry 
 operates prrin.rily to fill Egyptian 
demand. However, Egyptian firms do export drugs to Sudan and several African 
countries, as well. as several Arab countries. Table K shows Egyptian drug exports, 
officially, through 1981, with a total value was about 4 million LE. However, 
industry experts suggest that as much as 2 to 3 times this amount actualiy find 
their way into neighboring countries. 2 

4. Distribution and Marketin, 

The Egyptian Company for andTrade Distribution of Pharmaceuticals 
("EGYDRUG") is the public company charged with general importation of finished 
products and wholesale distribution of both local and foreign drugs. EGYDRUG 
distributes to all governmental pharmacies and to the over 5,600 private pharma
cies. Over 50 percent of the drugs produced by local companies -re distributed 
through EGYDRUG which has 41 centers for distribution including five Central
 
warehouses 
 (2 in Cairo, 'one each in Monsura, Asyut, and Zagazig). Th,.-,e centers 
are indicated in Table L. The volume of EGYDRUG sales in 19S0 was approxi
mately LE 160 million. All pharmacies, both public and private, have access to 
EGYDRUG. However, this distributfion company primarily taker drug orders and 
does not actively market or present information on the drugs it distributes. 

5. Pharmaceutical Industry Investments & ExT insions 3 

Investment in the pharmaceutical industry in Egypt occurred primarily in the 
ten years following World War theIt. From middle 1950's until approximately 



TABLE K
 

Egyptian Drug Exports 

Year 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977* 1979/IO 199011
 

Value inMillions of LE .90 1.70 1.8) 1.59 2.34 4.2 .
 

TABLE L
 

D15strlbution Centers for EGYDRUG
 

North Region 

El Towlikeya, El Azion, El Gam, rj, El Nair,ShOa,Heliopolis, G!hmra, 26 
of July, Pc S.d,a E m,,iiey, Sue:. 

2. 	 Alexat-c,.t 

El Raml, A:r,, Lj Taaw., Eakandarany, Ports&Jd, Damaoih , Hosiplsah 
Centrr, Crirr. 

3. 	 South IRr,r% 

Ka'er !.A. .i-,Aoba, Eab El Louk, El Mo~ndse"t, Abd , Glu, Pay, 
Bany S'W',!. 

Elrnei:&, A-yul, Sohk, Kena, Aswan. 

3. 	 Delia 

Zag.azig, Mansoura, Mah.1a, Shebeen, Kalr El 5lw1kh, Twa, Masawas 
Storage Center. 

Source: 'Industrial Ouwlook Rr;xrt: Plirin, 'iicl - ! ,, U.S. Embassy Egypt
April 1979 ,a%drawn froin Fer.ri orn of gy',U. lnd 'tr -,-. 

* Unofficial Statisic from the Tcrucah r:ir o! i Drug Set(.w, Minlitry 
of Health. 
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6. 	 Tariffs and Pricing PoUcy 

Since 1960, prices for most pharmaceuticals have been established in the year 

the product was registered by the Ministry of Health. The fixed final sales price is 

determined in part by the social value of the drug to the Egyptian public. Thus, 

"baby's milk" (the designation for infant formula used in Egypt), insulins, cancer 

drugs, tuberculosis drugs, and some antibiotics were priced below the market cost 

even 	in the year in which the drug was introduced. Other less essential drugs were 

priced to give the manufacturer approximately 25 percent -ross profit, although 

some 	 more "luxury" drugs, such as tranquilizers, were priced at higher profit 

margins to allow the public companies to recover their losses on the "socially" 

valued products. 

The pharmacist's legally fixed profit is given to him in the form of a 

"discount," which amounts to 19 percent on locally produced drugs, 15 percent if 

manufactured under license without royalty payments, 10 percent on imported 

brands, and 10 percent on locally manufactured or packaged drugs on which a 

royalty is paid. Baby's milk is discounted at 5 percent and the discount on 

costmetics can be as high as 25 percent. In order to control the price, the 

government req, ires that retail prices be preprinted on each package. The 

pharmacist's discount is thus indirectly factored into the determination of the price 

of both new imported and new drugs produced or packaged locally. Similarly, the 

distributor EGYDRUG has a fixed and regulated discount, or margin. This is not 

so, however, for the public sector producer, whose profit may be positive or 

negative depending on the fixed retail price and the cumulative effects of rising 

costs and imports from the year in which the price was set. 

Tables M and N suggest the general accounting used to determine the price of 

the new drug for an importer and a local manufacturer. 
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TABLE M
 

Example of Pricing of New Imported Drugs by
 
Private Companies
 

- Import price FOB per unit in Egyptian currency 1.00 

+ Freight 8% of FOB price .08 

+ Insurance 1%of FOB price .01 

" Duties 23% of FOB price "sing official exchange rate .23 
,U.. 

" Agent cost 55% of FOBprice .55 

+ Bank charge 9% of FOB price .09 

Importation Cost 1.96 

" Importer margin 6% 0.10 

Distributor cost 2.078 

Distributor margin 7%* 0.145 

Pharmacist cost 2.223
 

Pharmacist margin 10%** .222
 

Retail Price 2.40
 

*Assumes distribution by EGYDRUG. Importers own distribution could lower cost to
 

the pharmacist by 2-4%.
 

** This includes 2% tax paid by pharmacist.
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TABLE N 

Cost Sheet for Drugs Produced Locally
 

- Name of preparation
 

- Registration
 

- Usage
 

- Raw Materials
 

- Packaging
 

- Direct Salaries
 

- Total Direct Cost
 

- Direct Manufacturing Cost 

- Marketing Cost 

- Royalty, if present 

Total Manufacturer Cost 

Suggested final retail price from the Tariffication committees (MOH) 

19%* Less % pharmacist margin ("discount") 

Pharmacies purchase pride 

7%** Less distributor costs and margin 

Sales price of manufacturers 

Net profit for manufacturers is determined by the fixed retail price. The pecent
age of net:profit to total-cost for a newly introduced drug for which there is not 
an obvious, strong social need is 25%. 

* i5% if royalties are paid. Includes 2% tax on pharmacists sales. 

** EGYDRUG charge. This could be less if distributed directly by the manufacturer. 
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The retail price of a drug imported into Egypt is calculated on the basis of 

the Tariffication Committee's formula outlined in Table M. This lists permissable 

charges to be added to FOB prices when calculating retail prices and profits. The 

importer cost, allowed after the importation process, appears to be approximately 

196 percent of the FOB price. A final retail price is then set that allows the 

importer approximately a 6 percent margin on his sales, the distributor 7 percent, 

and the pharmacist 10 percent. The 2 percent tax paid by the pharmacist is 

"ihc0'porated in the 10 percent "discount." 

For the locally produced or packaged drug, the pricing process is somewhat 

different. The fixed retail price from the Tariffication Committee is determined 

in part on the suggested manufaccurer's cost. The actual manufacturer's profit is 

determined by subtracting from the retail price a fixed "discount" (margin) for the 

pharmacist, and a fixed discount for the distributor, EGYDRUG. EGYDRUG is 

allowed a 7 percent margin or "discount." The pharmacist's discount is determined 

as a gross discount of 19 percent for locally manufactured drugs from which is 

subtracted 2 percent for taxes for a 17 percent net margin. For foreign drugs, and 

those manufactured in Egypt under foreign license with royalty, there is a 10 

percent gross discount for the pharmacist. There is a 15 percent discount for 

licensed foreign drugs manufactured locally without royalty. In each case a 2 

percent tax is paid by the pharmacist. For distribution outside of EGYDRUG, local 

manufacturers may give exactly the same discount as EGYDRUG, but they have 

the latitude to charge less .than 7 percent as an incentive. For example, they 

frequently charge 3 percent for late payment beyond 45 or 60 days, or offer 4 

percent for cash on delivery. Some companies, such as CID, give an additional A 
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percent in order to avoid exchanging expired or broken drugs. Additionally, some 

companies give a volume bonus (for example, El Nile gives a bonus of 10 free Trib 

tablets for every order over 100 or more, and CID will give 5 free Trivitacid 

injections for every order of 100 or 10 fret for every order of 100 over 500). 

The pricing/tariff procedures can cause great disparities in drug prices, even 

for drugs that are generically quite similar. A price for public sectora 


manufactured drug might have been set in the 1960s 
or even in the 1950s and not 

changed. Drug prices and chemical overprices that time have risen considerably 

on an international scale, by as much as 1000 percent. At the same time, drugs 

with similar generic ?roperties are priced according to the needs and prices at the 

moment they are introduced; thus some drugs by a new manufacturer may have 

very different prices from those introduced earlier, and provide a different profit 

and incentive to the pharmacist. On the other hand, the Ministry of Health can 

force public company production of a needed drug, so the incentive for the public 

manufacturers may be countered by public policy. 

Prices for locally manufactured or packaged drugs have been increased onr.e 

in May, 1977 with an across the board increase of 30 percent for some 1730 

medicines. Prices of more than 277 essential medicincs were not affected 

(including those for heart diseases, diabetes, rheumatism, birth cointrol pills,' and 

powdered milk). The relative prices for the other medicines did not change, 

including disparities between similar products which were priced in different years. 

There are, of course; adjustments in the controlled prices of locally manufactured 

drugs on an individual basis, and these are seen in the occasional price change 

notification provided to the pharmacies. From existing data it is not clear if such 

changes have had any significant effect on the overall price structure. 
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Table 0 shows prices of several different medicines. For some drugs such as 

ampicillin and sulfa, price differences are small and relate more to year of 

registration. For others, such as several of the medications for storhach disorders, 

price differential can be considerable due to registration date (e.g., Libosis) and to 

"improvements" that permit -a new product to receive a new and more recent 

pricing (e.g., Festral and Nutrizene). Several of the products are considered to be 

priced so low that they are frequently out of stock (either due to excess demand or 

-opr.-incentive to produce).. F-xamples of these are the magnesium and potassium 

salts, Vistel stomach digestive and the antidiabetic (which is subsidized). The state 

directly subsidizes some expensive drugs used for chronic diseases such as heart 

disease, diabetes and cancer, and also directly subsidizes baby's milk. 

Prices of imported drugs must of necessity increase or the private importers 

would cease ordering them (although EGYDRUG would continue to order, at a loss). 

However, raising the imported drug retail price does require Tariffication Com

mittee procedures which occur with considerable lag after the importer's petition 

for a price increase. 

The pricing procedure produces artificially low prices which are maintained 

by indirect government subsidies through public manufacturing. Prior to the price 

increase in 1977, then Minister of Health Badran estimated such "subsidies" to 

medicines totalled over LE 42 million per year, although official government 

budget figures do not confirm this magnitude in public industries. 4 Table P shows 

U.S. price comparisons for a variety of drugs produced in Egypt. Egyptian prices 

are clearly very low relative to the U.S., and though many of the listed U.S. 

products are brand name, the generics are also priced well below those in the U.S. 
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TABLE 0
 
Examples of Comparative Drug Prices*
 

Ampicillen 250 mg (12) CID LE 1.50 

eptazol (Sulfa) 

-1waic,,,um salts 60 grams
 

Po.assium salts 50 grams 


Vistel (stomach digestive) (20) 


Dourmil (anti diabetic) (20) 


Lipocholme (liver extract) 

Libosis V 


Festal (digestive) (20) 

Pestival (multivitamines) 


Pantozene (digestive enzymes) 

Nutrizene 


Gelco (200 cc) 

New Gelco (200 


Alexandria LE 1.50
 
MISR LE 1.56
 
El Nile LE 1.56
 

Alexandria LE 0.65
 
Memphis LE 0.70
 

LE 0.19 

LE 0.27 

LE 0.27 

Arab Drug LE 78 
El Nile LE 52 

Hoechst LE 0.275 
Hoechst LE 1.42 

Swiss Pharma/Wander LE 0.345 
Nil/Merck LE 1.50 

LE 0.21 
LE 0.80 

* The Pricing Commission of the Technical Secretariat of the Drug Sector, Ministry
of Health is providing a more complete comparative list, to be added at a later 
date. 
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The artificially low prices reportedly encourage smuggling of Egyptian 

medicines abroad for resale and encourage overconsumption of medicines. 5 The 

pricing system also does not provide a strong incentive for production, giving rise 

to temporary shortages and to a black market for undersupplied drugs. The pricing 

policy can further inhibit the introduction of new imports and local, privately 

manufactured drugs if there is the possibility of non-market pricing of competing 

products. 

Consumption of Drugs 

The expenditures on pharmaceuticals in Egypt has been increasing at an 

annual rate of 20-25 percent, as indicated by the production and supply Tables E 

through I. The Egyptian Ministry of Health suggests consumption is expected to 

continue to increase at roughly this rate through the mid-1980s. Although figures 

are not immediately available, the ;Ministry of Health suggests 60 -70 percent of 

pharmaceuticals are dispensed in the greater metropolitan areas of Cairo and 

Alexandria, although they have only approximately one-half of the total pharma

cies in Egypt and less than one half the population. 6 However, per capita 

consump'ion in rural areas and smaller towns is also reported by the Ministry to be 

increasing F-t a rate that may exceed that of &.e larger cities. Ministry of Health 

pharmacy experts suggest that rural area consumption of pharmaceuticals may 

have increased by over 20 percent between 1978 and 1980. These increases are due 

to a -number of factors: increased consumer awareness of health needs, active 
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TABLE P
 

Comparison of Selected Retail Prices
 
of Drugs in Egypt and the United States
 

DRUG 

Serpasil 0.25 mg (40 tabs) 


Taframil 10 mg (50 tabs) 

25 mg (50 tabs) 


Vibramycin 100 mg (5 caps) 


Lasix 40 mg (12 tabs) 


Ovral (21 tabs) 


Flagyl 250 mg (20 tabs) 


Naprosin 250 mg (30 tabs) 


Erythrocin 250 mg (100 caps) 

Aldactone 25 mg (20 tabs) 

Stellazine I mg (50 tabs) 

Tagainet 200 mg (50 tabs) 

Inderal 40 mg (50 tabs) 

Ampicillin 250 mg (12 caps) 

Tetracycline 250 mg (16 caps) 

Kenacort-A 5 grm joint 

Grulen (21 tabs) 

Dramamine (10 tabs) 

RETAIL 

PRICE U.S. 


2.76 

6.10 
9.10 

6.25 

1. K 

8.06 

16.20 

11.52 

22.80 

4.06 

9.65 

13.50 

5.08 

2.14 

1.44 

.84 

9.03 

1.60 

EQUIVALENT
U.S. RETAIL PRICE
 

IN EGYPT
 

.48 

.82 
1.28 

2.20 

.95 

.22 

1.71 

1.80 

16.38 

1.56 

.97 

16.80 

1.44 

1.87 

1.02 

.84 

.25 

.32 
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government programs to upgrade health care, some increases in spendable income, 

population growth, Egyptian tradition for self-medication and low drug prices. This 

lack of charge for medicines issued by the government medical facilities may have 

also encouraged Egyptiais to increase their per capita consumption of drugs. 

Private expenditure on drugs accounted for approximately 83.7 percent of 

drug expenditure in 1978, of which 72.8 percent were from private pharmacy sales. 

Table Q depicts those aggregate drug expenditures and indicates that over LE 141 

million was spent in 1978 o n drugs. Overall that year, Egyptians spent nearly LE 

3.55 per person on drugs, of which LE 2.98 was in the private sector. The 

geographical distribution of this demand is not available at this writing, but has 

been requested from EGYDRUG. Historical statistics are not yet available on 

private versus public consumption. 

National consumption of pharmaceuticals by various drug categories is 

unavailable except from the production statistics discussed earlier and shown in 

Table J. The percent distribution by drug category and by governorate is being 

compiled by EGYDRUG and, when available, should be reasonably representative of 

national and regional consumption patterns (EGYDRUG distributes over 50 percent 

of drugs nationally, although EGYDRUG distribution is probLibly not uniform ove" 

regions and drug categories). 

It is possible, however, to make some comparisons of consumption by drug 

category by using data compiled by the National Health Insurance Organization in 

Alexandria, and taken from consumption of. drugs for their own pharmacies. In 

Alexandria, the National Health Insurance Organization provides medical care for 

all direct employees of public and private companies; dependent care is to be 
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TABLE Q
 

Egyptian Drug Expenditures 1978
 

Drug Expenditure 

Ministry of Health 

:'General Organization for 
Health Insurance 

Government Hospital and 
Curative Organizations 

Total Public Sector 

Private Planning Sales 

Private Purchase from 
Government 

Total Private Expenditures 

TOTAL DRUG EXPENDITURES 

LE x 1000 

10,229 

7,619 

5,226 

23,074 

102,971 

15,447 

118,418 

141,492 

% Total Drug Per Capita 
Expenditures LE 

7.2 0.26 

16.3 0.57 

72.8 

83.7 2.98 

3.555 
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instituted in 1982. The Alexandria Health Insurance Organization owns 8 pharma

cies in polyclinics that deliver over 50 percent of the drugs in Alexandria. They 

also contract with 200 private pharmacies in Alexandria for provision of outpatient 

services. All drugs are provided free through prescriptions from the Health 

Insurance Organization's doctors, but, according to the health insurance organiza

tion, the prescriptions are tightly, checked so that unneeded prescriptions or 

doubling up of prescriptions (which is reputed to be done frequently in Egypt) is 

generally avoided. 7 

Table R gives the consumption of drugs from pharmacies owned by the Health 

Insurance Organization in Alexandria from July 1980 to June 1981. Although the 

geographic and urban/industrial location of Alexandria should exhibit a somewhat 

different incidence of disease than the rest of Egypt (e.g., a higher frequency of 

pulmonary difficulties, etc.) and client list excludes dependents, it is hoped that for 

this analysis this distribution may be fairly representative of more tightly 

controlled use of drugs for medical care. A closer examination of the percentages 

is needed with those familiar with the use of these drugs in Egypt and with 

specialists in the spatial distribution of Egyptian levels. To this end the Alexandria 

Health Insurance Organization was to provide detailed drug prebcription by ailment 

for this study but the availability of this data has been delayed. Without this 

additional data and analysis, the figure that stands out in Table R relative to 

national production statistics of Table 3 is the much smaller percentage of 

antibiotics consumption indicated in the Alexandr.'a sample. This decrease from 

over 22 percent of total national supply by value to slightly over 9 percent of 

Alexandria consumption may confirm casual observation and case studies which 

suggest excessive self prescription and reliance on antibiotics by the Egyptian 

population. Comparison of the tranquilizer category, however, does not confirm 

suspicions of excessive use of this class of drugs. 8 Two categories increased 
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TABLE R 

Consumption of Drugs from the Pharmacies
 
in the Health Insurance Organization in AlexandrIa
 

from July 1980 to June 1981 
in Egyptian Pounds 

Analgesics, Antiseptics, Antirheumatics 

Anaseptics 

Anthelmintics 

Antidysenterics, Enterostatics 

Antibiotics 

Antimalerials 

Anticoagulants 

Antihistaminics 

Cardiacs & Vascularetics 

Cathartics 

Chemobiotics 

Antituberculous & Antileprotlcs 

Suiphonamides 

Cytotoxins & Antineoplastic Agents 

Dermatologicals 

Anoretals, 

Endocrine system drugs 

Gastrointestinal - Anorexogenlc Drugs 

Hepato bilinogenics 

Hemostatics & Coagulants 

Immunologic agents 

Miscellaneous 

Ophthal mics 

LE rotal 

124,.43 3.19 

1,620 0.11 

3,300 0.22 

6,510 0.43 

139,590 9.18 

105 0.01 

825 0.05 

24,180 1 . 59 

311,700 20.50 

3,450 0.22 

270 0.02 

53,610 3.59 

14,880 0.98 

6,720 0.44 

45,795 3.0 

3,370 0.23 

242,565 13.93 

43,410 2.86 

750 0.03 

711 0.03 

195 0.01 

7,863 0.32 

41 t 268 2.71 
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Crodental s 10,45 0.69 

Oto-Rhino Laryngetlcs 8,385 0.53 

Oxytocics . Myotonics 180 0.01 

Pulmonic5 101,697 6.7 

Single V .drrnin Pr-paral ions 34,399 3.6 

Crude L r: ','Latmin 22,596 1.3 

ineral (Singl ':! Ccpnbined) 5247 0.33 

Vitrin Wo.(Coplex Preparation) 62,391 4.1 

Lipotropic- N C " 27,495 1.81 

Neuro d;,lv ,,d,y ',ics 1,239 0.08 

SkeletalI nu-,c-I rela x..::A ' Trzmquilizers 61,914 4.07 

Spamol- ',t01,N ,', ,icholiner ics 27,645 1.82 

Urologict 54,786 3.6 

4agineics4,320 0.28 

TOTAL 1,20,400 100 

Sources Data complied by HeAlth Insurance Organlzation of Alexandria 
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.markedly in the Alexandria sample - endrocine system drugs (to 16 percent of total 

value 	 versus 7.6 percent) and cardiacs and vascularetics (20.5 percent of total 

value 	versus 5.6 percent). These may rJfl -t the employed age group and better 

health care of the Alexandria sample,* ut may also suggest a larger need for these 

drugs 	than has been diagnosed for the population as a whole. 

8. 	 Public Sector Expenditures on Drugs
 

Of the total consumption 
of drugs, only 16.5 percent derives directly from 

public sector expenditures (since the public sector is assumed tj prchase a higher 

proportion of less expensive locally manufactured drugs, the actual volume 

percentage may be somewhat higher). Government expenditures-on drugs appear to 

be somewhat less than proportional to the other areas of health care provided by 

the government and which are complementary to the use of drugs. In particular, in 

1978, only LE 0.57 per person was spent on drugs by the public sector, less than 1/8 

of the LE 4.4 per person total government health expenditure. Nationally, 

including the private sector, total health care expenditures stood at LE 9.58 per 

capita, one third of which was spent on drugs.9 

Drug 	 expenditures by the government Health Insurance Organization how

ever, were approximately LE 5.6 per person, so that if these expenditures and their 

associated Health Insurance populations are factored out, the remainder of the 

government sector spent less that LE 0.4 per capita on drugs, and the Minsitry of 

Health only LE 0.26. Work by Carl M. Stevens using the Government's Health 

Financing Study suggests comparably low figures for Rural Health Units (LE 2784 

for drugs per Unit) and Rural Health Centers (LE 3565 on drugs per unit) yielding 

per capita public drug expenditure in rural areas of only LE 0.33.10 
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Ministry of Health expenditures on drugs was approximately 10 percent of the 

Ministry's current expenditures outlay, compared to 37 percent of all health 

expenditures spent on drugs by all Egyptians (see Tables S and T). Such figu,'es 

suggest that the government may perhaps be underbudgeting on drugs relative to 

other health care, although.there are other possibilities, including 1), overconsurap

tion of drugs by the Egyptian populace as a whole, due partly to low drug prices, 

soand 2) an excellent job already provided by the private pharmacy sector that 

public sector drugs are not needed, or not chosen even when free. 

Shortages of drugs at government medical units might be expected if the 

public drug subsector is actually underfinanced. Findings of this are suggested 

from both an Urban Health Survey (Appendix V) and a survey of Rural Health Units 

- and Rural Health Centers (Appendix '1). In both of these studies shortages of drugs 

were indicated as a general problem in the government units. 

Similarly, lack of medicines In rural government health units is cited as a 

reason for patients avoiding the unit. II 

This presumed shortage at the rural units and perhaps also other government 

centers appears to spill over to the rest of the pharmaceutical system. Specifi

cally, it has been suggested that tWe health units attempt to satisfy their drug 

demand by purchasing forward on credit from EGYDRUG. EGYDRUG has been 

forced to absorb the loss (continuing to hold the credit), and over several years this 

may have amounted to over LE 7,000,000 or approximately 10 percent of 

EGYDRUG's sales. This appears to have been a serious factor in affecting 

EGYDRUG's cash flow and its capacity to continue to offer credit to private 

pharmacies. Credit to private pharmacies has been severely curtailed recently. 

This would also have an effect on EGYDRUG's capacity to hid sufficient 

inventories to avoid shortage in stocks at high demand points. 12 
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TABLE S 

Egyptian Health Expeniditures
(LE x 1000) 

LE x 1000 

Ministry of Heal ch
 
Total Current Health Expenditure 99,200

Total Health Expenditure .8,000
 

public Sector
 
-..Currert Health Expenditure" 137,100


Total Health Expenditure 175,600
 

Total Private Health Care Expenditure 206,700 

Total Health Care Expenditure 382.200 

Source: "Study on Health Financing and Expenditures in Egypt" Publication 
No. 10, ARE Ministry of Health, Health Profiles of Egypt, April, 1980; and 
Health Services Sector in Egypt: Some Economic Indicators, Carl M. Stevens, 
USAID Cairo 1981. 
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TABLE T 

Egyptian Comparisons of Public and Private 
Sector Financing of Drug Expenditures 

Ratio Ministry of Health Drug Expenditure 
to MOH Current Health Care Expenditures 10.3% 

Ratio Ministry of Health Drug Expenditure 
*to Total MOH Expenditure 6.9% 

Ratio Total Public Drug Expenditure 
to Current Public Health Expenditure 16.8% 

Ratio Total Public Drug Expenditure 
to Total Public Health Expenditure 13.7% 

Ratio Total Private Drug Expenditure 
to Total Private Health Expenditure 57.3% 

Ratio Total Drug Expenditure 
to Total Health Expenditure 37.0% 

Source "Study on Health Financing and Expenditures in Egypt" Publication 
No. 10, ARE Ministry of Health, Health Profiles of Egypt, April, 1980; and 
Health Services Sector in Egypt: Some Economic Indicators, Carl M. Stevens, 
USAID Cairo 1981. 
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B. PHARMACIES AND PHARMACISTS 

I. Numbers and Distribution of Pharmacists and Pharmacies 

The number of pharmacists who *worked in hospitals, private and govern

mental sectors in Egypt at the end of 1981 was approximately 16,070 according 

to the Syndicate of Pharmacists. These numbers have grown markedly in the last 

seven years, as indicated in Table U. In 1975, there were approximately 9,000 

pharmacists working in Egypt, but from 1976 through 1978 Egyptian pharmacy 

schools graduated over 1,000 pharmacists per year, and from 1979 through 1981, 

there were over 1,386 graduates per year added to the ranks of pharmacists in 

Egypt (See Table V). This resulted in the number of pharmacists per population 

rising from 3.2 in 1978 to 3.8 in 1981. At present it does not appear that the 

number of pharmacist graduates will exceed 1,386 per year. 

The exact number of pharmacists working in the private sector pharmacies 

is unclear, since many pharmacists in the government sector work part-time in 

private pharmacies. The number of pharmacists working for the Ministry of 

Health is given in Table W, athougi, the statistical basis for these numbers 

suggests that this is an undercount. If the 3anuary 1981 figure of 2,535 is 

correct, this would mean that there were approximately 13,500 pharmacists 

working in the private sector or in manufacturing. The number of Ministry of 

Health pharmacists ranged from 316 in Alexandria, to 264 in Cairo, to 131 in 

Dakahlia, to as few as 15 in Suez and 4 in. the Red Sea governorate. 

The number of pharmacies nationwide by January 1, 1982 was approxi

mately 5,378, with approximately 36 percent in the greater Cairo area, 13 

percent in the Alexandria district, 31 percent in the rest of the northern Egypt 

governorates and 20 percent in South Egypt. Table X indicates the total number 
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TABLE U 

Registered Pharmacists 

Jan .78 3an 79 3an 80 Jan 81 

Pharmacists -12,314 13,367 14 , 729 16,070 

Pharmacists 
per 10,000 population 3.2' 3.4 3.6 3.8 

TABLE V 

Pharmacy. Graduates 

73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81 

Pharmacists per 
year 889 1,007 1,164 1,050 1,234 1,386 1,386 1,386 

TABLE W
 

Ministry of Health Pharmacists
 

Jan 78 Jan 79 Jan 80. Jan"81 

1,745 1,944 2,324 2,535 

Source: "Basic Statistical Information of Health Services," Ministry of Health, 
General Department of Statistics and Evaluation. July 1981. 



TABLE X 
Pharmacists Syndicate 
Cairo (phone: 29882) 

NUMBER OF PHARMACIES NATION WIDE 
(Greater Cairo-North Egypt- South Egypt) 

I. 	 Greater Cairo (Districts 2. North Egypt (Governorates) 3. 	 South Egypt (Governorates) 

1. 	 Helopolis 233 1. Alexandria Districts 1. 	 Giza2. 	 Ghamra 342176 a. 	 El Eskandrany
3. 	 Al Horeya 

127 2. Bany Sweif 74100 b. 	 El Atrareen 136
4. 	 Shobra 3. Fayoum 101165 c. 	 El Raml 259 4. 	 Elmenia5. 	 Sherif 122121 d. 	 El Taawen 193 5. 	 Assyut6. 	 El Nasr 15150 Subtotal 715 6. 	 Sohag 1447. 	 El Zayton 259 2. El Esmaeleya 61 7. 	 Kena8. 	 El Mohandesin 117204 3. 	 Port Said 55 8. 	 Aswan9. 	 El Tawfekeya 181 39

4. 	 Suez  36 TOTAL10. Kasr El Einy 	 1090
220 5. 	 El Mansoura 378

11. 26 Yolyo 105 6. 	 El Mahala 92
12. Abdeen ,100 7. Kafr El Sheikh 112
 

TOTAL 
 1914 8. 	 Domiat 89 

9. 	 Damanhour 227 
10. El Sharkeya 227 

11. El Gharbeya 139 

12. El Menoufeya 133 
13. 	 El Qualubeya 100 

SUBTOTAL 1649 

'TOTAL 2364 
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of pharmacies nationwide and the numbers by major metropolitan districts. The 

2,629 pharmacies in Cairo and Alexandria together are clearly disproportionate 

to their populations. 

The distribution of pharmacies across the country suggests adequacy in 

inadequate to indicate the distribution inmost medium size cities, but data are 

the rural areas. However, reports from health workers suggest that coverage is 

.considerably less complete. The client population in a rural area necessary to 

justify the existence of a commercial pharmacy is not certain, but pharmacists 

have indicated that perhaps a population of 20,000 would be adequate. Using the 

national average consumption figure in 1978 of approximately LE 2.9 per capita 

spent in the private sector on drugs, a population of 20,000 could provide gross 

revenues of approximately LE 58,000 and potential profit of perhaps LE 6,000. 

Of course, expenditure on drugs in rural areas is probably considerably less than 

20,000 can only be an approximationLE 2.9 per capita. Further, the humber 

with a population ofsince, for example, the village of Babel Wa Kafr Hamam, 

public clinic pharmacy and a commercial pharmacy.13 

6,466 in 1978 had both a 

On the other hand, a study of a' four village area in Qalyubia governorate, 40 

combined population of 24,000, showed noKilometers north of Cairo, with a 

local drug store.1 4 In either case, with a large number of pharmacist graduates 

entering the market every year, there is a potential for saturation of the country 

in the not too far distant future unless proper incentives are provided for 

pharmacists to locate in rural areas. 

Examples of such incentives might include credit availability or loans for 

initial capital investment and status, 	 and more available or frequent drug 

and private sector manufacturers anddistribution by EGYDRUG and public 


importers.
 

http:pharmacy.13
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2. 	 Education and Trainin.
 

There are currently six separate schools of pharmacy in Egypt: 
 Cairo, 
Alexandria, Assyut, Tanta, Mansura and Zagazig. Together, these schools are 
training approximately 1,386 pharmacists per year. A B.S. degree in pharmacy 

is awarded after five years of schooling. Prior to graduation, an aspiring 

pharmacist usually receives some "on the job" training at either a government 
hospital or a private pharmacy. In order to become licensed, a qualifying 

examination must be passed, unless a candidate is a graduate of an Egyptian 

school of pharmacy. The exam may be taken 3 times during a two year period. 

Upon completion of the examination, or graduation from an Egyptian school of 
pharmacy, a pharmacist is licensed by the Ministry of Health. After being 

licensed, but before owning a pharmacy, a pharmacist must work for at least 

one year as a "junior pharmacist" under the direct supervision of a pharmacy 

manager or director. 

The curriculum for pharmacy education is listed in Table Y. This 
curriculum is focused predominantly on chemistry and preparation of drugs, 
with some courses on psychology and sociology and a minor amount of work in 

bookkeeping and pharmacy management. The curriculum does 	 not directly 

address diagnostic aspects of medical care - aspects which appear to be a 

central portion of rural and small urban pharmacists' work and actual 

practice. 15 

3. 	 Pharmacy Requirements 

In order to open and operate a pharmacy, a number of requirements must 

be met. All pharmacies are licensed by the Ministry of Health; a pharmacy 

must be owned by a registered pharmacist (although a pharmacist may own two 
pharmacies but manage only one). In order to obtain a license to operate a 



TABLE Y 

University Curriculum for Egyptian Placement Pharmacist 

1. FIRST YEAR: 

Preparatory courses in natural sciences at the Faculty of Science. 

II. FIRST YEAR AT THE SCHOOL: OF PHARMACY: 

Courses taken are as follows: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

General Pharmacognosy and Medicinal Plants 

Pharmaceutics and History of Pharmacy 

Organic Chemistry 

Anatomy and Histology and Physiology 

Mathematics 

English Language 

IIl. SECOND YEAR: 

a. General Pharmacology 

b. Pharmaceutics 

c. General Pharmacognosy ahd Medicinal Plants 

d. Analytical Chemistry 

e. Organic Chemistry 

f. Bookkeeping 

g. English Language 

h. Arab Socialism 

IV. -THIRD YEAR: 

a. Pharmaceutical Chemistry 

b. Biochemistry 

c. Pharmacology, Toxicology and First Aid 

d. Pharmaceutics and Pharmaceutical Juricprudence. 

e. Chemistry of Crude Drugs 

f. Psycology and Sociology 

g. The Arab World Affairs from the Faculty point of view 



TABLE Y (Cont'd)
 

University Curriculum for Egyptian Placement Pharmacist
 

V. FOURTH YEAR: 

a. Pharmaceutics 

b. Industrial Pharmacy 

c. Applied Pharmacognosy 

d. Pharmaceutical Chemistry
 
"e. Biological Assays and Biostatistics
 

f. Pharmaceutical Minobiology and Public Health 

The precise timing of these courses may differ from one university.to another. 

http:university.to
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over 21 years of a birth certificate (must be 
pharmacY, a pharmacist supplies 

he or she has notproof thatof fingerprints,
age), an identity card, copies fee. After an 

a LE 5 inspectionandactivitiesin criminalparticipated 
inspection of the establishment is conducted lo ensure 

is made, an
application 

compliance with the following" 

That is no other pharmacy closer than 100 meters, 
1. 

at least 25 square meters, and that 

2. That the pharmacy is 

the window and door space should equal 1/6 of this area, 

That the floor of the pharmacy is higher than street level, 

and a sewage3. 
suppiy, electricit Y 

a clean water 
4. That it has 

That there is a fire extinguisher, stove, cabinet for drugs, a 
closet marked 

5. closet for narcotics with a lock, a poison 

with skull and cross bones, 
and explosive

for dangerouslocationbe a
6. That therematerials, 

That there is a proper balance scale for measuring chemi

7. cals. 

a 
of Health inspector (generally 

a Ministry
are inspected by

Pharmacies 

pharmacist) twice a year, usually in January and 3ulY, although the timing can be 

The inspector checks that the initial requirements 

determined by the inspector. 
or she also checks for non-

He 
not been violated.havepharmacyfor the 

of the pharmacist, his registration 

verifies the qualifications 
registered drugs, 

quantity present, dispensed,
log for 


syndicate cards, and inspects the narcotics 


sample (two boxes) of drugs prepared in the 

also takes a 
-The inspectoretc. 


pharmacy or of purchased preparations and sends these to the National Organiza
 

the entire
found inadequate,

if they are 
and Research;

Drug Controltion for 

The inspector also checks for the expiration date of 

batch will be confiscated. 

shelf drugs. 
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4. Operation of the pharmacy 

Operation of a small pharmacy requires a capital investment of approxi

10,000 and a cash outlay for 
15 000: overhead, of approximately LE 

mately LE 

at least LE 5,000. These sums represent a major obstacle to expansion 
drugs of 

of pharmacies, particularly since ownership is restricted to two pharmacies. 

to the size of-the pharmacy, the working hours and the amount 
According 

a first pharmacy manager, 
:;--of business, the staff of. the pharmacy would include 

least year's experience, and 
is a registered pharmacist with at one 

who 
(Wiring, dispensing, prepara

for most operations of the pharmacy,
responsible 

must be 
tions). The second pharmacist, who would operate in a larger pharmacy, 

of the manager. Third,
work under the supervision

at least 21 years old and 

in training or on summer
intern student who isbe pharmacistthere may a 

at least sixteen years
be a sales person aged

vacation. And finally there may 

Working hours are regulated by 
working under the supervision of the pharmacist. 

a day. However, workers may 
law, although pharmacies may be open 24 hours 

11 hours a day. Night service pharmacies are specially 
not work more than 

a registereduntil 7 a.m. with 
licensed and may be open continuously from 6 p.m. 

times. The night pharmacy should also have a 
atpharmacist present all 

telephone and contain emergency drugs at all times. 

agreement between the Pharmacist Syndicate and the govern-
There is an 

codirectly from the pharmaceutical
office to collect taxesment taxation 

and pharmaceutical chemicals, rather than collecting 
mpanies providing drugs 

as had been done prior to 1970. This tax is two 
taxes directly from the pharmacy 

For babies 
both local and foreign, and for chemicals. 

most drugs,percent for 
no charge and for 

milk and food, its one percent; for drug preparation there is 

tax Is three cream, deoderant, etc. the 
cosmetics like toothpaste, shaving 

are provided tax free. 
percent. Insecticides and medical equipment 
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are made generally on at, irregular 

Stock purchases of druZS by pharmaCists 

This is particularly so because 

uf credit from the drug company 
large forward purchases require advancementbasis depending on stocks of drugs on the shelves. 

sinc drug demand is seasonal and 
'GG. However,orte dortribu 


the peak in the
demand,arYDRUGeoften low at drugsa winter or the distributoo .'-ewnerandthe distriutorfromstocksbecause 


in the winter ad wiemdrgsoi

try to order summer drugs 

the 
harfaCists 

Some private imprting companies accept only cash while many Of tLe 
summer. 


permit credit for 5 to 90 days. (Recently credit by all companies has
 
sther. 

and 
hindering the pharmacistyS socking op.eratin 

been severly curtailed, thus 

increasing the probability of drug shorsales at the pharmacy.i
 

of the pharmaceutical
the salesperson
Generally, purchases are from 

czmpans . These cles 
this dif'-rs from copay as purchas clerks

companies, although o0rate more
companiesearacetcal 

fcsryFo
from the pharma!-uilnopersonnel lists, but not necessaily providing full

than detailers, providing purchase 

For some companieS, purchases take 
new drugs and ",vailabilities

descriptions of 
a month. This can tkeverothers delivery

only days for delivery, while for of transporthe distributor's syste"
of he warehouses,the boca iu1,depends on person and the 

tation and labor, and the relationship between the delivery 

t 

pharnlabs 

EGYDrUG does not have salesperso, so the phamaCiSt must go himself to 

it then takes from several
outlet.

at the regional EGYDRUG
place his order EGYDRUG deliIerY. r.d again this 

to as ma 'Y as twenty days $or thedays 

manager of 
between the pharmacist and the branch 

on the relationshipdepends 
car to pick up 

act, the pharmacist goes himself by
inFrequentlY,EGYDRUG. 

drugs at EGYDRUG. 
drugs, drug

to the pharacist on neW
of informationThe availability 

and other 
better pharmaceUtical practices 

in procedure,
complcationsg change 
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communication is very uneven. For new drug information the pharmacist often 

depends on receiving a prescription from his client's doctor. There is no regular 

system for providing information about dr js to the pharmacist, although the 

Ministry of Health Pharmacy Directorate does occasionally provide circulars on 

the toxic effects of various drugs. Examnkles of this circular information are 

provided in an Appendix VII. :Neither the Ministry of Health nor the Syndicate of 

Pharmacists is well equipped to provide regular information to pharmacists, nor 

is there an easy mechanism for pharmacists to communicate their problems, 

questions, findings and the like to each other or to the National Health Care 

Community. Many pharmacists have indicated a feeling of isolation from one 

another and from the flow of pharmaceutical information. 

Pharmacists do have at their disposal, and are in fact required to have, an 

Egyptian Pharmacopia which describes medicines provided in Egypt. The 

Egyptian Pharmac-pia is described in -Appendix VIII. Pharmacists may also have 

available to them the Index of Specialists, which is a book designed to provide 

physicians, pharmacists and chemists with recent and complete information 

regarding foreign as well as locally manufactured pharmaceutical preparations. 

Although every pharmacist is supposed to iave an 'Index", most report that it is 

not available. The latest edition was the fifth edition, published in 1977. 

Appendix IX describes the Index of Specialists. Pharmacists also need to have 

available a Physician's Desk Reference, and although this is available in English 

on special order, it. is not available in Arabic, and it is not found in many 

pharmacies. A list of drug prices and allowed prices has been published by 

[ .RUG, but few pharmacists questioned have a copy. (This pricing book was 

to be supplied by EGYDRUG for this report but has not been received.) 

For this study, pharmacists were surveyed to examine factors that they 

saw as most important in effecting the )peration and services of their 
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pharmacies. This survey was self administered to Egyptian pharmacis-,;s 

attending a family planning conference in Alexandria. The questionnaire and its 

English translation are given in Appendix X. The following represents a selection 

oi the major observations made by the pharmacists in that survey: 

1. 	 The profit available to them is insufficient when comparing 
expenses and capital investment, due primarily to the fixed 
margins that they are allowed to charge on drugs. 

2. 	 Drugs are frequently not available when requested so that
 
it is necessary to have a larger stock than would be
 
otherwise advisable given the pharmacists' cash flow re
quirements. The most frequent example is the unavail
ability in the summer for summer drugs or winter for 
winter drugs, so that pharmacists must stock out of F-.ason. 

3. 	 There is a need for more information about drugs and their 
pharmacological action and side effects. The medical or 
"scientific" representatives of the pharmaceutical compan
ies 	visit the pharmacist very rarely, if at all. Questions 
asked the pharmacist by the company's detailer or medical 
representative frequently consist only of availability of 
their drugs at the pharmacy. " 

4. 	 There is a need for more diagnostic and clinical pharmacy
 
training in their academic or post graduate training.
 

5. 	 There are too many brand. name drugs instead of generic
 
names, especially for antibiotics. This causes difficulty

since doctors prescribing the drugs require that the pre
scription be filled with a particular branded product. 
Pharmacists do freely substitute, but often to the dis
pleasure of the doctor. 

6. 	 There is generally a shortage of locally produced, inexpen
sive drugs. Pharmacists feel that this is because the local
 
drug manufacturing companies are losing money on -those
 
drugs and only produce what is absolutely required for the
 
government.
 

7. 	 While labor salaries, prices of empty bottles and other
 
pharmacy needs are increasing in price, the drug prices
 
themselves stay the same and the product margins are
 
fixed.
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8. There is an important need for a good published index of alldrugs and dosages with an indicated capability to replaceone drug for another in case of unavailability. 

9. The pharmacist is frequently asked to read laboratoryresults to their clients, although they are not trained tounderstand laboratory indications. 

10. 	 Pharmacies, particularly new 	 ones, generally lack telephones. A phone'is very important for-taking drug ordersand to provide emergency services to clients. 
11. 	 The client fiequently asks the pharmacist to provideinjections, first. 	aid, prescriptions and refills. Yet 	 thepharmacist has received no formal training for this and isby and large completely dependent on learning by

experience. 

12. 	 Pharmacists frequently provide services such as prescribingand medical referral that are beyond the bounds ;of theirlegal duty ar.d training, but a very important and required
service for their clients. 

13. The large stock which the pharmacist must hold in order toprevent shortages increases 'he chance that the drugs willbecome outdated. The Ministry of Health inspectors dosample for expiration date, but this occurs infrequently. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

The role pharmacists play in the provision of health care services and in 

the process of disseminating medical knowledge has been mostly ignored in the 

Middle Eastern sociological literature. Il has been assumed that only doctors and 

nurses provide health care services in the modern medical sector. As for the 

traditional sector, recent studies 16 show that there is a complementarity 

between modern and traditional health care practices, beliefs, values, practi

tioners, and medicine. A thorough investigation into the dynamics of health care 

in Egypt proved that the existence of large numbers of modern health practi

tioners does not necessarily mean that the traditional health sector will vanish or 

that people will utilize the modern sector according to medically prescribed 

rules. In Egypt, an individual with a health problem consults doctors, pharma

cists, relatives, neighbors, friends, herbalists, health-barbers, bone-setters, mid

wives, and even occult specialists. Usially the nature of the disease, its severity, 

and the socioeconomic level of the patient determine health utilization patterns. 

This section focuses on the actual role of pharmacists in the Egyptian 

health care delivery system. The emphasis is on the de facto role rather than on 

the de jure prescribed role. The normative prescribed role does not reveal the 

importance of the pharmacy and the pharmacist in the dynamic process of health 

care. The normative role limits pharmacists in their interaction with clients to 

interactions guided by a doctor's prescription. In actuality, a pharmacy in Egypt 

is-an..extremely interesting setting where number of transactionsa take place 

between pharmacists, salespersons, and clients. Section C provides the reader 

with an understanding of the Egyptian pharmacist's educational background. 

Section D reviews the pharmacist in national health issues, Section E deals with 
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the dynamics of pharmacist/client relations. Section F discusses the nature of 
the beneficiaries as differentialed by sex, age, and soclo-economic level. 
Section G touches on the complex subject of pharmacist/physician relationship. 
Sections H-3 include profiles of a pharrmacist, a salesboy, and a client. 

B. 	 RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES 

Ten days devoted to data collection and field work were spent 	in Egypt. 
The 	researcher used a number of methods to obtain data for this report; the 
following describes the data collection methods: 

1. Questionnaire Method 

A questionnaire was administered to 51 pharmacists attending a family 
planning confererce in Alexandria. The questionnaire was to provide general 

background information on the followirig topics: 

o The number of days and hours an average pharmacist works per week 

o Pharmacy work hours and night shifts
 

r Number of clients
 

o Size of operation
 

o 
 Reasons behind clients' selection of one pharmacy over another from 

pharmacists' perspective 

o 	 Nature of services offered in a pharmacy 

o Most commonly sold drugs
 

o 
 Types 	of birth control methods recommended 

o 	 Most common diseases in the area 

o 	 Preventive medicine practices 

o 	 Drug distribution system 
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o 	 Methods of new drug introduction 

o 	 The most common problems encountered by pharmacists 

A partial discussion of the questionnaire results was given in a previous 

section. A more complete description of the survey data and results has not 

been included since the answers to the self administered quantitative questions 

were very incomplete or difficult to interpret. The actual questionnaire is given 

in Appendix X. 

2. 	 Observation Method 

A total of a hundred hours of observation were spent in different 

pharmacies in Cairo and in rural areas. The researcher visited pharmacies in the 

following locations: 

o 	 Two pharmacies off Pyramid Road in sections where urban poor
people live. 

o 	 One pharmacy in the "Al-Hassaniya" area where most of the popula
tion work as auto mechanics, butchers, glass cutters, various crafts
men, and herbalists. An area known for its "bullies", its past history 
of drug use, and being a center for illegal drug distribution in Cairo. 

o 	 Two pharmacies at downtown Cairo. 

o 	 One pharmacy at Imbaba located in a central location close to low 
income housing units. 

o 	 Two pharmacies at Dukki, a middle class area. One of the phar
macies is known for its good stock of drug supplies and many people 
visit it from far away neighborhoods seeking to find drugs they could 
not find in other pharmacies. 

o 	 One pharmacy at Maad! in the upper class section of the suburb. 

o 	 One pharmacy at the village of Bortos located about 22 km. west of 
Cairo. 

o 	 Two pharmacies at the village of Kaha, Qalubia located forty km. 
from Cairo. 
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The samples included urban and rural pharmacies. Special attention wa 
paid to clients' sex, age, educational level, and socioeconomic differences. Phar

macies were observed at all operating hours, and distinctions were noted 

between day and night time clients. 

On two occasions, observation continued from 8:30 A.M. to P.M.9:30 

without interruption in order to get a better understanding of the differences 

between day time and night time clients. Using this observation technique 

enabled the researcher to interact with clients whenever it was suitable and non

disruptive to the pharmacist's work. It is interesting that people maintained as 

much curiosity about the researcher's role as the researcher did about them. At 

Ai-Hassaniya pharmacy they misunderstood the researcher's role for that of a 
-tax-collector or a social insurance agent. Clients were extremely protective of 

their lady pharmacist and they continued to come to the pharmacy on the 

pretext of making small purchases order listen to thein to researcher's 

questions. It was not until a second visit that the researcher was accepted by 

the neighborhood clients, who started to joke with her and ask questions about 

her personal life. Explanations of being a researcl er vho was only interested in 

their use the neighborhood pharmacy were not convincing. Only when they 

accepted the researcher as a person did they lose their curiosity about the job 

she was doing. 

3. Interview Method 

Several interviews were conducted with pharmacists as well as clients, 

doctors, and a midwife. Two herbalists were also interviewed at Giza and Al-

Hassaniya. A total of 12 pharmacists, four non-owners and eight pharmacy 

owners were interviewed. Seven salespersons were also interviewed, including a 
fourteen year old salesboy who knew the whereabouts of all drugs in the 
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at the 
pharmacy and has learned how to verbally prescribe drugs from working 

pharmacy for four years. 

in his clinic, and informal discus
was. interviewedA neighborhood doctor 

not operate a private
also held with another young doctor who does 

sions were 

chatting with his pharmacist friend and 
many 	evening hoursclinic but spends 

who 	 ask the pharmacist for a diagnosis of their 
toprescribing drugs people 

a service that he provides free of charge to his neighborhood friends 
"uilrvent -

Most of the intervic ..3 
who supportet him while he was going to medical school. 

for pharmacy selection, and reasonsclients' utilization patterns and
focused on 

all the intricate aspects of the pharmacy/client relationship. 

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND 
C. 	 THE PHARMACIST IN EGYPT: 

To major in a scientific area in Egypt one has to pass the standardized high 

school examination with a certain percentage that qualifies the person to join his 

aspires to become a pharmacist, one 
In other words, if or her desired major. one 

with at least 93%, and has to specialize in 
has to pass the high school final exam 

The required percentage score 
as a major in- high school.

sciences, "ilmy, ulum", 
univer-But pharmaceutical

for joining pharmaceutical colleges varies annually. 

toeither really want be 
sities 	accept bright and competetive students who 

failed to earn 
or could not join medical school because they 	 the 

pharmacists 

grades that qualify them to enter medical schools. 

and students conisider
enjoy good -reputationsschoolsPharmaceutical 

Today, cultural attitudes toward 
themselves forturate to be able to join them. 

than in past decades when a 
more favorable

being a pharmacist are far 

salesperson","grocery store
considered a highly qualified

pharmacist was 

("Ba'al"). 
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Students spend five years studying plants and their medicinal values,anatomy, pharmaceutical law, generic names of drugs, chemicals, pharmacology, 
etc. During their school years, the main emphasis is placed on drug preparation.
But, unfortunately, little drug preparation takes place in today's pharmacy inEgypt. Young doctors are not taught to prescribe pharmacy-prepared drugs,
finding it more convenient to prescribe factory-prepared ones. Moreover, the 
cost of chemicals, and the fact that many chemical components are not locally
available, contribute to the decrease in drug preparations in Egyptian phar
macies. 

Interviews with pharmacists revealed that their college training does not
adequately provide them with some of the necessary skills they need to run asuccessful pharmacy. Skills related to successful management, accounting, and 
human relations are crucial to the daily operations of a pharmacy. With
experience pharmacists find no difficulty in learning these skills, basically
through the use of trial and error method. Most important is the fact that
pharmacists often find themselves in the awkward position of having to prescribe
medicine to their clients. Normatively, a pharmacists knows that orhe she
should not be involved in disease diagnosis and drug prescription. But clients 
expect this service and the observation is that sometimes they insist on having
their trusted pharmacist recommend drugs based on his/her diagnosis. Only

recently, have some pharmaceutical schools started to teach clinical medicine to

their students. One young woman pharmacist said, ,7 thril. it is very important
that we learn a little bit more than what we can pick up throu, h using common 
sense or by following blindly some doctor's prescription. I know we should not
prescribe medicine, but some knowledge of diseases and diagnosis might
make us more 

even 
aware of the dangers involved. Maybe we would then insist on the 

client's seeing a doctor whenever necessary." 
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study bookkeeping, filing, or
In pharmaceutical schools, students do not 

not keep records of all sales. The most 
management, so most pharmacists do 

is the non-owner pharmacist to keep a sales record 
common method for 

Owners seldom see it as necessary to keep a 
whenever the owner is not present. 

Vouchers from salesmen and receipts from pharmaceutical
record of their sales. 

drawer and then disposed
are kept only for short periods of time in acompanies 

bf 6}' the owner. 

a student is expected to spend two
During the five-year training period 

in a private 
summer vacations, or the equivalent of 400 hours, practicing 

pharmacy. Students usually try to spend this period at a pharmacy close to their 

Some students find summer training exciting and challenging, others find 
homes. 

However,
it a waste of time and an imposition on their vacation time. all 

of the pharmacy
students are expected to have a certificate signed by the owner 

stating that the person has successfully worked as a pharmacist under supervision 

not liable for any breakage or accidents during the practice months. A 
and is 

summer practice 
young female pharmacist said, "I enjoyed working during the 


patient and 

was the pharniacist I worked with was

months. I lucky and not 

In the University I learned the generic names 
arrogant so I learned a great deal. 

This 
of drugs, and being in a pharmacy you have to learn the drug brand names. 

My best friend hated her training period because the 
takes time and practice. 


pharmacy she worked at was so busy, and the pharmacist was impatient with her.
 

So she used to skip going to her training often. She finally graouated, but now
 

What a waste!"she is married and she does not work. 

one year working for the 
After graduation, a pharmacist must spend 

or a rural 
government. Many pharmacists are assigned to a government hospital, 

an entire a great deal of resentment for having to spend
health clinic. There is 

year at a location that might not be close to the pharmacist's home. The grade a 
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student earns in his or her final year of school determines to a great extent the 

nature and the location of this one year job. Many pharmacists never leave their 

government-assigned jobs. Only those who favor the private sector resign from 

their government jobs to open their own pharmacies. However, because of the 

initial cost of opening a Pharmacy, many pharmacists continue with government 

careers until they are financially capable of opening their own pharmacy. Thus, 

the average age of a new pharmacy owner is most likely to be in the late thirties 

or early forties. Starting capital might be attained by a loan from relatives or 

friends, savings from an Arab country job, or inheritance. Seldom does a 

pharmacist start from savings based on his government job because of the low 

salaries (starting monthly salary of L.E. 52, about US$ 54'. 

D. THE PHARMACIST AND NATIONAL HEALTH ISSUES 

The major controversial issue for pharmacists in Egypt today concerns drug 

discounts. The Ministry of Health controls prices of most drugs manufactured 

locally or imported by the Egyptian government. EGYDRUG is a government 

organization that is in charge of both distribution of locally manufactured drugs 

as well as imported foreign drugs. A pharmacist might purchase drugs from 

EGYDRUG or directly through drug companies. Most pharmacists prefer the 

direct dealing with private drug companies. (Problems of distribution and 

ordering of drugs are dealt wiLh in the economic part of this study which 

analyzes national and government drug policies.) 
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sales, but they maintain that 
do not keep a record of 

Most pharmacists 

be enough for tax collectors. 
their order vouchers and the unsold stock ought to 

deduct-
All the pharmacists interviewed support the present taxation system of 

ing the taxes from the discount' and feel that less tax cheating happens this way. 

the subject of raising
and media are focusing on 

Presently, Egypt's pr'ess 
Pharmacist's 

to 20% across the board. The 
to pharmaciststhe discount 


in today's
it legitimate
of the request and considers 

Syndicate is supportive 

"Our profits are
 

A pharmacist expressed this opinion: 
inflationary environment. 


12 hours daily. I take only

time and energy. I work 

ridiculous compared to our 


this is plus the long years of
 
on my feet day and night; 

one day off. I work 

efforts."
 

We should be financially rewarded.f or our 
training at the University. 

percent discountto the 20would like seepharmacistsAlthough most 

implemented, they are also very keen on maintaining the present prices of drugs. 

drug prices increase. The
to see 

None of the pharmacists interview ed wanted 

to pay inore for drugs.afford reason is "clients cannot 
most commonly stated 

them with other price 
are poor; we should not burden 

Some of our clients 


increases."
 
that their profits are 

among pharmacists
So there is almost a consensus 

of the beneficiaries.at the expensebut notbe increasedshouldsmall and 
condemn the 

and magazines by clients 
in Cairo's newspapers

Letters published 
of beingaccusing pharmacistsdiscount,the pharmacist'sidea of increasing 

andare exaggerated 
perception of the pharmacist's profits 

greedy. 17 Clients' 
threemakes two topharmacist

A'midde class Egyptian said, "A 
unrealistic. 

this. I have friends who are 
pounds monthly, I know 

thousand Egyptian 
cars. They make 

and drive their own 
apartmentsthey havepharmacists; 


thousands of pounds!"
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This issue of increasing the pharmacist discount is expected to be debated 

in the Egyptian Peoples' Assembly within the next few months. Pharmacists feel 

torn between their desire to increase their profits and their wish to provide 

clients with inexpensive drugs. ,Increased government- subsidies in the drug 

industry does not seem to bother Egyptian pharmacists who see the government 

role as one of responsibility to.provide every citizen with cheap drugs. 

The second issue is that of the pharmacist image in society. Pharmacists 

are. a "eof the two arguments pertaining to the role of the pharmacist in 

Egypt. One point of view maintains that the pharmacist's role is that of a 

medical advocate, ("ragul rissala tibia)." The other point of view portrays the 

pharmacist as a trader, a salesperson coaieerned only with. profit. It is 

interesting to note that most pharmacists feel closer to the latter point of view, 

but also realize the importance of their role in the health care system in Egypt. 

E. THE DYNAMICS OF PHARMACIST/CLIENT RELATIONS 

In spite of the fact that there are over 5,000 registered privately-owned 

pharmacies in Egypt, little is known about the actual role these pharmacies play 

in the health care delivery system. Most of the available Arabic literature 

emphasizes the normative role of the pharmacist and lists the rules and 

regulations of pharmacy operations. The normative role allows the pharmacist 

to fill prescriptions, prepare drugs, sell some gift items, and administer first aid 

on simple cuts and burns in emergency situations until the patient is able to see a 

doctor. The normative r%.Je often conflicts with the realities of pharma

cist/client relationships in Egypt that necessitate disease diagnosis by pharma

cists. 

Observations and interviews with different pharmacists lead the researcher 

to conclude that each pharmacy is a unique place very much influenced by its 
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It is easy to fall into the trap
owner's aesthetic taste, philosophies, and values. 

in Egypt because they all seem crowded with drugs
of stereotyping pharmacies 

of the 
and clients. However, the personality of the pharmacist, the location 

pharmacy, the socio-economic level.of the client, the sex and age of the client, 

all variables that influence 
and the client's health problem and its severity are 

the pharmacist/client interaction. 

I. 	 The Pharmacist Personality 

variat-on in the way
Interviews with pharmacists reveal a great deal of 

interact with their clients. The 
they perceive their role and the way they 

are a number of statements that reflect pharmacists' self images: "As 
following 

to help people by pro'viding them with the medicine they 
-a pharmacist I have 

as bit of a doctor 
they it." "As a pharmacist I see myself a 

need when need 

bit of a manager, anda' bit of a salesperson, abit of psychiatrist,(physician), a 


a jack of all rades. 
a 	 myself as
above all a humanist." "As pharmacist I see 

listen to 
have to comfort people, prescribe medicine, give injections, sell gifts, 

family problems, recommend doctors, joke with people, and feed my family!" 

tnat human relations and 
All the pharmacists interviewed mentioned 

crucial to the success of a pharmacy. This 
concern for the client's interests are 

a female client said "I come to this pharmacy because 
view is shared by clients 

hands arepharmac ' , t shows me. Plus his 
of the kindness and concern the 

me about the me worked well. He always asks 
blessed; every medicine he ga~e 

children, too." 

not nececcarily visit the pharmacy
It is interesting to note that people do 

They come to chat and joke with 
or ask for medical advice.to purchase drugs 

hello. The social bond between pharmacists,
the pharmacist, or just to say 

salespersons, and clients determines thL volume of sales in the pharmacy. 

I 

http:level.of
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The sex of the pharmacist, whether male or female, does not seem to 

greatly influence interactions. Male clients ask female pharmacists they trust 

for condoms or vitamins with m-lIe hormones without embarrassment. Female 

clients purchase birth control pills, tampons, and feminine hygiene objects from 

male pharmacists. A female pharmacist commented on this point by saying, 

"After a month or two, people liked me and forgot about my being a woman. 

Men here do share their intimate sexual problems with me and ask for medicine. 

Only young teenage girls are shy and prefer a lady pharmacist. Once you gain 

their trust, sex, religion, and every other distinction disappear and you are 

accepted as a friend." 

To maintain a sense of humor, and to smile and joke seem to be important 

personality traits favored by clients. In an interview with one client, he said, "I 

used to buy my medicine from th- pharmacy around the corner. I stopped going 

there; the pharmacist is like a machine. I have never seen him smile or joke. 

You go to the pharmacy because you or someone close to you is sick. You need 

empathy, cheering up, and a good sense of humor." 

Honesty in interaction is a quality clients look for. Honesty is measured by 

the pharmacist's recommending cheap brands rather than expensive ones. Many 

times a client would ask the pharmacist to recommend the most important 

medicine' on the prescription because of lack of money. Also, whenever a 

pharmacist suggests medicine he or she should not select an expensive brand. 

Clealines.;, good grooming, and good communication skills are expected of 

the pharmacist. Friendliness, and the ability to help people are also part of the 

image of the pharmacist as clients see it. A female client said, 11 will never 

change this pharmacy. I still remember when my son fell in the street and cut 

his leg. The 'doctor' pharmacist here cleaned it and put antiseptics on it. You 

know he refused to accept any money. He said that the kid is like his own 
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Often people rush to pharmacies asking for "an antiseptic on a piecechildren." 

of cotton, please." It is a free service pharmacies offer to people. 

The pharmacist's philosophies reflect on the way he or she manages the 

operations. I feel that I am a 

pharmacy. One pharmacist stated, "I.do not see much diff--rence between a 

pharmacy and a grocery store in terms of the economic aspects of the 

trader and I have to take risks. I also have to 

predict the market and peoples' needs, especially because of the shortages in 

drugs here. I spend every penny I own on purchasing and stocking my pharmacy 

with drugs. People come here because I very seldom say to them that I do not 

have what they need." Another pharmacist said, "I am a 'doctor', a man of 

I should rise above seeing my pharmacy as a commercial operation.science. 


However, we all have to feed our families."
 

The pharmacist's values are important in his interaction with people. 

Honesty in drug preparations, sound moral and medical advice, and integrity all 

contribute to a pharmacy's good reputation. A woman client stated, "This man, 

the pharmacist, is a great man. I, buy the kids' prescriptions on credit. I always 

pay him, but sometimes I am short'of money. He knows my circumstances; the 

kids' father died and left four children. Life is hard, but God helps by giving us a 

kind man like this one." 

Religious ethnic symbols, like religious pictures of the Virgin Mary, Christ, 

and Quranic writings, decorate all pharmacies visited. People tend to deny the 

importance of the pharmacist's religious background whenever they are asked. 

has anything to do with clients'Pharmacists also denied that their religion 

clients were heardfrequenting their pharmacies. However, in three instances 

saying to the pharmacist, "You are one of us (same religion), you will always 

The normative answer, "We are all Egyptians, Copts orhave my business." 

frequent answer to all ethnic questions.Moslems," seems to be the most 
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a good supply, loca'tion, andHowever, observations support the idea that trust, 


having the same religious background all determine clients' pharmacy selection.
 

Apart from religious pictures, individuals look for the owner's name and
 

recognize the religious background from the name.
 

2. 	 Pharmacy Location and Type 

One can classify pharmacies into "small neighborhood phrmacies" and 

-"large central location' pharmacies." According to pharmcaceutical laws, a 

person 	cannot build a pharmacy too close to another one. The minimurn distance 

abetween two pharmacies has to be at least 100 meters. In the past, there was 

shortage in the number of pharmacies, and there was. a tendency to open 

to doctors' ciinics. Today, Cairo haspharmacies only in downtown Cairo close 

almost 2,000 privately owned pharmacies in addition to hospital and publicly 

This increase in the number of pharmacies was necessitatedowned pharmacies. 

by the increase in the number of pharmaceutical university graduates and the 

increase in the population. Also, the influx of money from returnees from Arab 

countries made more capital more available to ?harmacists using their savings 

and theic relatives' savings in the form of loans. 

a. The Small Neighborhood Pharmacy 

This type of pharmacy sells to about 250-300 clients daily. The average 

Jaily sales are worth about LE 200-250. The pharmacist-owner's net profit is 

The 	profit is mostly used in supporting the pharmacist'sibout LE 600 monthly. 

paying the salary for the salesperson andfamily, improving the storage space, 


the other pharmacist that works the night shift, paying taxes on cosmetic sales,
 

and paying utilities billsi
 



Physicaily speaking, the small neighborhood pharmacy is usually crowded 

The storage space is extremely small and is barely in compliance
with drugs. 


with the law. An owner may classify his drugs alphabetically under their
 

a way that gives himhe r-y arrange them in
different group classifications or 

regardless of their group classification. The aesthetic aspects of a 
easy access 

favor of utilizing every 
small neighborhood phar'macy .are totally ignored In 


a
 
..square meter of space for storage of drugs. A 	 ladder, three or four chairs, 

often available in this type of 
a T.V., a small transistor radio are

refrigerator, 


often used to decorate
 or a cosmetic poster are
pharmacy. Religious pictures 

a ;tand for the 
One of the interesting arrangements observed was 

the pharmacy. 

sale of condoms surrounded by two copies of the Quran. 

of the drugs needed 
The researcher's observations indicate that about 20% 

are not available. Sometimes 
by clients that frequent neighborhood pharmacies 

because the 
this is caused by a shortage in the market, and other times 

did not order enough supplies or has cash flow problems. However,
pharmacist 

for b a real concern for the 
in drugs are often compensatedthe shortages 

clients' interests and a strong patronage relationship on the part of the clients. 

name. 
The owner of a small neighborhood pharmacy knows his clients by 

The clients become 
often solves clients' nonmedical problems.

The pharmacist 

and they seek the "doctor" pharmacist's help in 
protective of the pharmacist, 

aa woman pharmacist talks to 
nonmedical related problems. For example, 

to pass a school test because the mother 
client's daughter about studying hard 

One cannot help but 
and the daughter trust the pharmacist with their problems. 

a successful pharmacist and his/her clients in 
recognize the strong bond between 

the neighborhood pharmacy. 

Moreover, the small neighborhood pharmacy offers home injection services 

An orderly may be sent to the client's home to give injections, 
to their clients. 



or offer first aid help for cuts, simple wounds, and burns. Pharmacies are often 

the place where people seek diagnosis and cure for their medical ailments 

without visiting a physician or a dentist. 

Clients expect a jot from the neighborhood pharmacist. They expect 

empathy, concern, humor, drugs, friendliness, good advice, doctor's referrals, 

efficiency in first aid care, and, most importantly, that the pharmacist is able to 

"read their mind." It is common for a client to walk in and say, "Give me my 

medicine; I bought some from you a few months ago," or, "Give me the $1.20 box 

for my mother," or, "Give me the red tablets I am used to." Clients are offended 

if the pharmacist does not know or remember what they want. 

There is a great deal of competition among small neighborhood pharmacies 

because of the increase in their numbers in the past several years. A pharmacist 

finds himself in a position of offering extra services for his clients to gain their 

patronage. One pharmacist mentioned, "I have a policy of never serving a client 

while I am sitting on a chair giving orders to my helper. I have the habit of 

standing up and showing, my client respect regardless of their socioeconomic 

level. Eating bread is hard and one has to bend with the tide." In this instance 

athe researcher also noticed the same pharmacist tell his clients that there is 

shortage in certain drugs but he had some stored in his back room for special 

clients. 

The owner of the small neighborhood pharmacy is most keen on having good 

relationships with the neighborhood doctors. In spite of the fact that doctori in 

Egypt feel* the competition from pharmacists prescribing medicine to their 

clients, one finds networks of friendships among doctors and pharmacists. One 

doctor said, "1 can destroy a pharmacy if I want to, but I also know that a 

pharmacist can kill my practice by making sceptical remarks about my 
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prescriptions. I just wish pharmacists would stop philosophising and prescribing 

drugs without learning all the facts." 

It is a common practice for some doctors in Cairo as 'vell as other parts of 

Egypt to ask their patients to fill their prescription from a certain pharmacy. It 

is also common practice to ask the patient to show the doctor what he or she has 

bought before taking it. One pharmacist said, "I feel insulted when my clients 

buy medicine from me then they have to go back to the physician to show it to 

him. The doctors do not trust us. But I cannot do much about it; I do not want 

to have bad relations with the doctors." 

Often neighborhood pharmacies stock drugs for ailments neighborhood 

doctors specialize in; for example, a neighborhood that has a gynecologist and a 

pediatrician only may have a pharmacy that stocks up on gynecological pediatric 

medicine. One pharmacist stated, "I know that the doctors close by prescribe 

certain drugs, so I buy more 6f these drugs. I do not buy what I cannot sell, 

remember I am short of cash all the time." 

The scene of a child ,buying drugs for his family is also familiar in small 

neighborhood pharmacies. Children as small as four years of age are sent to 

pharmacies by their parents with either a prescription, a note, or the child is told 

to purchase a special drug. Often the pharmacists must ask the child to go back 

home and send an adult because the request is not too clear. 

Because of the trust clients have in their pharmacists, they may ask the 

pharmacist whether a prescription is any good or not. They'seek reassurance 

from their pharmacist that the medicine will work. Some common phrase heard 

in a pharmacy include: "Take this medicine and God will help you," "May this 

medicine bring you health," and before giving an injection, a pharmacist may say, 

"May the hand of Mohammed, the Prophet, bless my hand," or, "May God 
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facilitate your cure." It is interesting to note that both Moslem and Coptic 

Christian pharmacists use some of these common Moslem phrases. 

In these small neighborhood pharmacies, the number of non-prescription 

patients increases. People bring their medical problems to their pharmacist. 

Observation supports the fact that pharmacists prescribe medicine for minor 

colds. indigestion, seasonal diseases, etc. One pharmacist said "I do not touch a 

case when there is a fever for a number of days. Pain in the right side may be an 

indication of a ruptured or inflamed appendix, high fever might be measels, 

typhoid, etc. I ask them to go see Dr. Ali. Hi: clinic is across the street." 

Fieldwork data supports the idea that the mcst sought-after drugs are 

antibiotics, vitamins, and painkillers. Cosmetic sales are more common in big, 

centrally located pharmacies. Baby formula sells well in small neighborhood 

pharmacies. Vitamins with male hormones are used frequently by lower class 

urbanites and rural residents. Prolonged drug addiction decreases the sexual 

appetite of males who take great pride in the sexual prowess. Many. male clients 

whisper to the pharmacists to give them their "nerve injection." The injections 

are given in privacy at the back room with the client smiling and saying, "I'll see 

the harem tonight," meaning his wife. 

Luxury items like "Pampers" are sold to Egyptians returning from Arab 

countries who reject the traditional cloth diapers An favor of the more expensive 

"Pampers." "Kleenex" is sold now in Egypt and hi.s replaced handkerchiefs. 

Shampoos are already replacing the old method of. washing the hair with oily 

soaps. Rural migrants to Cairo imitate T.V. commercials promising silky hair 

after shampooing for a week so they try the different brands. 

A small neighborhood pharmacist complained, "I had a problem with a 

client who asked me for a good brand of shampoo. So I recommended one. Four 

days later she came to the pharmacy looking horrible with sticky hair. She said 
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the shampoo I
what 	 happened to her h-,*-i, with 

she just wanted me to know 

her and found out that she put the shampoo on her 
I questionedrecommended. 

She thought washing it would take away 
hair every night and never washed it. 

granted. I have to be patient
cannotthe benefit. So I take anything for and 

explain everything." 

can summarize the roles a small neighborhood pharmacist plays in the 
One 


health care of his clients as follows.
 

Provides clients with prescription drugs.
o 

some 	drugs at the pharmacy.o 	 Prepares 

o 	 Provides first aid services. 

cannot afford a doctor's fees or who 
o 	 Prescribes drugs to clients who 

do not want to see a doctor. 

atin the pharmacy that gives shots 
o 	 Gives shots, or has a person 

home.
 

Comforts his clients, and empathizes with their health problems.
 
o 

with 	 clients who s.-ek this ser
doctors' prescriptionso 	 Cross-checks 


vice.
 

o 	 Provides diet advice for sick clients. 

o 	 Refers clients to doctors. 

or her with their social and sexual 
o 	 Counsels his clients who trust him 

problems.
 

Offers family planning advice and promotes contraceptives if clients
 
o 

ask for them. 

by attending weddings,
in his community's events 

o 	 Participates fully 


f,;; erals, etc.
 

Counsels women on consmetic brands.
 o 

Extends credit to needy clients to purchase drugs.
o 
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b. The Big Central Location Pharmacy 

It is referred to locally as the "Agzaxanit nuss 11 Balad," the downtown 

pharmacy. This term will be used to refer not only to downtown Cairo's 

pharmacies, but also to all pharmacies located in Cairo's squares and main 

streets in Dukki, Zarhalik, and Maadi's. These pharmacies are characterized by a 

large supply of drugs. and at least four staff pharmacists. Daily sales may reach 

LE 500, and a full time manager may be assisted by three to six pharmacists and 

salespersons. Some of the pharmacists in these big pharmacies may speak a 

number of foreign languages. 

"Big" pharmacies might be big in supplies and personnel but not in space. 

Space is expensive in these locations, and unless the pharmacy is an old one with 

low rent, the pharmacis4. might have to procure the bare minimum space to 

satisfy the legal requirements. These pharmacies are generally clean and 

aesthetically more pleasing r.elative to the rural or neighborhood pharmacies. 

Posters with European brands of makeup are usually hung on the walls. A scale 

might be put very close, to the entrance for clients who watch their diet. 

Generally these big pharmacies are better organized than the small ones, e.g., 

books and filing might be done more systematically because of both the 

experience of the manager and the volume of sales and orders the pharmacy 

handles. 

Observations point to the fact that clients of these pha.-,nacies belong to 

two groups. The.,first group lives close by the pharmacy, relating to the 

pharmacist in a similar fashion as clients in a small neighborhood pharmacy. The 

pharmacist knows these clients by name and knows their medical problems. 

These clients are referred to as the "regular clients of the pharmacy." They are 

given special treatment and their expectations are identical to those using a 

small neighborhood pharmacy. 
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However, because the educaional level is high of people living in Maadi, 

Zamalak, Heliopolis, or downtown, foreign languages are often used in interac

tions. Clients ask about medicine using the correct' pronunciation of brand 

names. A lesser percentage of the clients frequent the pharmacy vithout a 

prescription. Clients purchase foreign drugs whenever available in the phar

macy. Foreign cosmetic brands are more likely to sell than local brands. 

Most of the big central location pharmacies are owned by older phar.-ia

cists who might not have formal training but have thirty years' experience in the 

trade. People still call them "doctors" and their long years of experience enables 

them to read the market and keep good stock of drugs. One pharmacist said, 

"My lab is one of the best. I prepare special drugs fbr some of my old clients. 

They travel from all over the country to come to me. But the prices of 

chemicals have increased so much in recent years. People might think we 

pharmacists make a fortune in drug preparations; they are mistaken. It is a 

hobby of mine, it is the only time I feel like a scientist, so I do it. Otherwise it 

is not worth it." 

The second group of clients are those who do not live close to the 

pharmacy, but may have seen a doctor downtown and need the medicine urgently 

or are afraid they will not find the prescription in their neighborhood pharmacy. 

The transactiors with these clients are mechanically polite, but abrupt. A 

person buys 0he drug and departs or might be told that due to a shortage in the 

market and the drug is not available. 

Because of the great demand on the services of the big central pharmacies, 

pharmacists seldom have time to socialize with clients. Another noted fact is 

that the pharmacist is less likely to direct the client to substitute drugs in case 

the desired drug is unavailable. A pharmacist said, "We simply do not have the 

time to talk too much. A small pharmacy owner might be too keen on providing 
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the client with a substitute so he would not lose the client. We do not have this 

problem." 

In interviewing a client in a big pharmacy, he mentioned, 97 only come here 

when I cannot get what I need from my neighborhood pharmacy. My secrets are 

all known to my neighborhood pharmacist, not to this one here. They have 

contacts with the drug distributors, this is why they keep the pharmacy well

stocked." 

To summarize the role pharmacists play in the big central location

that 	 all the services offered in the neighborhoodpharmacies, one can say 

pharmacies are also offered in the big pharmacies. However, one notices the 

following: 

o 	 More foreign brand-name drugs. 

o 	 More stocked drugs. 

o 	 Larger numbers of clients. 

o 	 Less time to spend with clients. 

o 	 Fewer clients without prescriptions. 

o 	 Clients require minimum instructions for drug use. 

o 	 More sales of baby formula and birth control methods, especial'y 

OC's and foaming tablets. 

o 	 A better sense of organization and bookkeeping. 

One pharmacy manager stated, "people come to us because they cannot 

find what they need. I have good relations with the distributors. You have to 

keep them happy. So I stock my pharmacy with winter drugs in the summer and 

vice versa. This seems to be a good strategy to have the necessary drugs all the 

time." 
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c. Rural Pharmacies 

Pharmacies open in main villages or districts simply because of the 

availability of infrastructural services necessary for pharmacy operations. Rent 

is cheaper than in Cairo, so pharmacies tend to be more spacious, but not 

necessarily more 'organized. Dust, flies, and fleas are no strangers to a rural 

pharmacy. Staffing usualiy consists of a pharmac'st owner/manager and an 

assistant salesman. 

The drugs available at the rural pharmacy are indicative of consumption 

patterns: no "Pampers", foreign cosmetics brands, or fancy red hair dyes. As 

one rural pharmacist said, "Only very few buy 'Pampers.' I buy them for my 

pharmacy for summer clients who return from Arab countries loaded with money 

and have learned about these luxury items. People here prefer 'Henna,' a local 

powder dye, to foreign brands. The local prices also are more reasonable than 

imported cosmetics. However, T.V. commercials are changing peoples' minds. 

They introduce new cosmetic brands in an appealing way." Antibiotics, vitamins, 

and painkillers are. still the most commonly purchased drugs. 

A rural pharmacist has to know the clients by name. A client's family 

history, political influence, wealth, and socioeconomic positions are important 

background for the rural pharmacist. People pay more attention to taking part 

in community and personal events like funerals, weddings, visits to a sick 

patient, etc. The pharmacist has to show respect to heads of families and might 

have to be involved in the village politics. A pharmacist expressed his view by 

saying, I have to take the time to visit important sick patients and offer them 

my help. I also have to spend time talking to some important clients. We are all 

friends and relatives here." The rural pharmacist might be a stranger to the 

village or he might be from the village. If he or she is from the area, people's 

expectations increase. Thus, a pharmacist might be awakened at 3:00 A.M. to 
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get a medicine for a family friend, neighbor, or relative. Discounts are expected 

by close family friends. Economic transactions in the rural pharmacy have to 

comply with the social expectations. Patronage is often based on a strong 

feeling of obligation and an intricate relationship of favor exchanges. A 

pharmacist in a rural area might give a discount to the district mayor, and the 

mayor might give special instructions to security guards to make sure that no 

robberies take place in the pharmacy's area. 

Rural clients often have difficulty understanding the pharmacist's direc

tions of drug use. A pharmacist has to be patient and talk to The client in their 

own dialect and repeat his sentences three or four times. A femail peasant who 

came in with the researcher said that the medicine the pharmacist had sold her 

was not good. After a lengthy discussion, the pharmacist discovered that she 

was using the eyedrops as nasal drops and vice-versa. Confusion about drug use 

is a problem of illiterates who forget verbal instructions and cannot read the 

pharmacist direction, written usually by hand on the outside box. 

Female clients are shy and usually send their mothers or older friends to 

ask for medicine. More men and children frequent the rural pharmacy than 

women. Important village families send a servant to the pharmacy to purchase 

their needs, or the head of the family himself might stop by the pharmacy and 

ch&at with the pharmacist for a while and purchase whatever he needs. Younger 

females might frequent the pharmacy with a mother or an older friend. The 

older woman is usually the spokeswoman for the younger female. A female in 

her fifties accompanied by a young girl of seventeen asked for night cream and a 

red dye. She looked at me and said, 'Itis not for me, it is for her; she is a bride. 

Oh, she ran out; don't be shy. I just want you and the pharmacist to know that I 

do not use these things. I am old now; my young days are gone!" 
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a rural location close to Cairo where he lives.A pharmacist might select 

his friends to open clinics in neighboringHe might also ask two or three of 

the pharmacist complement each other's work.
villages. The doctors and 

in these cases are forgotten because of the personal
Professional jealousies 

Sometimes the doctors and the pharmacist commute daily to the
relations. 

not prefer to prescribeIn these icases,.a pharmacist doesvillage in one car. 

the client to his doctor friend. A
medicine himself; he is most likely to refer 

I prescribe to a client, Iwill
pharmacist commented on this subject by saying, 'If 

But the minimum never sell more than a 1.50 piastas or LE 2.00 worth of drugs. 

It is better for me to send the client to a doctor.
prescription now costs LE 5.00. 

of course, I will be free of the responsibility of maybe'prescribing the
Plus, 

wr6ng medicine." 

a factory where laborers fill theirnearSometimes a pharmacy is located 

prescriptions for a nominal fee amounting to one fourth of the price from the 

to the
pharmacy. The pharmacist writes a receipt and submits his receipts 

factory at the end of the month to be reimbursed. One pharmacist complained, 

Of course, I have to pay
"Sometimes I have to wait for weeks before I get paid. 

the company representative regardless of my getting the money from the factory 

If I do not pay on time, I'll never be able to order again. So this system 
or not. 

The worst part
gives me headaches. However, it's a good source of income, too. 

the prescribed
are the clients from the factories. They do not always want 

or even cash! Some pharnacies, I
medicine. They mighL want cosmetics instead, 


I do not do this. It is illegal."

hear, substitute the medicine with cosmetics. 

between a rural pharmacy and an
One 	 could summarize the differences 

urban 	pharma 'y in the following manner: 

o 	 There are ' ewer personnel in a 'ural pharmacy. 

Clients often have difficulty with drug use instructions.o 
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Generally speaking, 

o There is more space in a rural pharmacy. 

o Rural pharmacies deal more in local drugs than imported brands. 

PHARMACISTS' CLIENTS 

1. Sex, Age, and Socioeconomic Levels 

Pharmacies are frequented by people of all ages and sexes. Pharmacies 

also carry veterinary medicine, so clients might bring their animals' health 

problems to the pharmacist. One pharmacist had to scold a man who brought his 

sheep inside the pharmacy. The man bought a plastic syringe and asked the 

pharmacist to give the sheep an injection. The indignant pharmacist refused and 

asked the man to see a veterinarian. 

Female clients mentioned that they prefer a female pharmacist because of 

modesty, especially in birth control counselling and feminine hygiene topics. A 

young female client said, ' I like this pharmacy because of the lady pharmacist. 

creamsam not embarrassed to ask her for tampons and things like hair removal 

or the local brands for hair removal. I am shy by rature!" Several othe," female 

clients supported this view. Topics related to sex, menstruation, feminine 

hygiene, birth control methods, and intra-vaginal or anal drugs are all embarras

sing to females, especially young ones. The presence of a female pharmacist or 

a saleswoman facilitates communication in these areas. 

It is interesting to note that female pharmacists might be trusted by male 

clients, and topics like sexual problems and male birth control methods are 

discussed with the female pharmacist in privacy. One femal,- pharmacist said, 'I 

put condoms in an accessible place for clients so they can rick it up themselves. 

I do not make a big fuss when a client asks for male hormone 5hots. As a matter 

I 
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the person and charge 
of fact, I know who wants them and I just wrap a few -or 

cannot stand publicity 
cru .lal because the male ego

Secrecy is extremely'them. 
a 

It usually takes time, trust, and friendliness before 
about potency matters." 


male trust!, a ftrnale pharmacist with his sexual problems.
 

with in Teased frenow in Egyptare usedcontrol methods.Male birth 
are finding 

which were associated with illicit sexual activity, 
quency. Condoms, 

pill complications. 
their way to middle class Egyptians whose wive-, complain of 

arc starting to use 
e"v's, th, peas,,nts3nd said, evn 

A rural pharmacist lau.ghed 

'eixty p-rccnt of the sales
I 

them, especially when the wife is lactating. 

asthe kids. "Ihey use them 
f.orty pvrcl-nt for 

are fcr u!-e during intercour-,e and 

not pOD ,sfa-t ." In rural ar,-as 
tIha balloons and 'o 

Tbt y are cheaperballoons. 
*ha, birth controlmerntioneMale. pharmacists

femnale ph ma.,r1 ts re. 
snt with a pie:ce of parer 

a mal" or a child who is 
drugs are- of*.e " bought by 


-. c-rtaifl grand.
requesting 
in the daytirne. Females

the pharmacythan males visi:More females 

drug cr medical ad,-Ivct from the 
for purch±ainF, athe pharmaYmight stop by 

tuy their cosmetic!,, ask about 
hours. Females

in the rnornr7 slowphartnacist 

.., F r i s t:,:U,. th, ph!arracsttali! ,,vita.,inslr 
in orgni ing. cleanir, the 

.rv setTh ' ,nrri , hour has littl,- fre time'. 
ask about!d, fr-" timi to 

.li rntl. A pltarm;,cit. 
and chatting ,1wi'hpharmacy, 

-,oc: al counseling about
thi r medical problems. E'.'cn

the client ,'!arnil it.and 

with a trustedtopics, d1!,cu-,55d 
partner ,0ee1,iorh ..rte .i1ong the 

mnarria,/i ind 


phrmaci-,t.
 
hour.-. Children fr-qu-nt the 

, n arninm:v" :1 t!,h
Small purchi5' Are 

ki 11r-), Ccug h riediclne,i 1P 
pmrch.1ing v;)ir in, oplat, dun, Noval ,gin (p.n 

pharma(y, 

thn the evenint- or the
The- work load is usually less

and fIrst,-aid mr.dicine. 
-rangre hi change,mnoney,tO colnft hi#,I in(!, tilleA pharmivic.tafternoon-.. 
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to the different drug companies. In many ruraitalk to distributors, or even go 

are not areas, pharmacists do not open t oror until noontime because there 

many clients in the morning hour . 

early afto.rnqon hours, males start frequenting pharmacies InDuring the 

3:00 P.M. buy their families' 
greater numbers. 2:00Males returning home at or 

dtug needs before going home. Single day prescriptions :re commonly seen in 

these transactions. Interactions with the pharmacist , to he short and 

prescription-guided. 

to theirOwners of rural and urban pharmacies sometimes extend credit 

or paid on a schedule that
clients. Clients who are temporarily short of money, 

the month, ask for medicine on
makes c&-.r flow difficult at certain times of 

or she trusts. Familiarity withcredit. A pharrn.ic.,%t extends credit to prople he 

t:r ,ddresses, the number of children thethe clients' sccior-.oromic probl;nt., 

person has, their past ptyaner: record, *heir honesty, their need, etc., are all 

, a client. Only small
variables taken into consideration wvhen credi!t i-givrn to 

system. The pharmacist usuallyneighborhood and rural pharmacies use this 

the person and the amount lo;int:d. Clients pay their debts to
writes the name of 

the pharrn,,cy ,!Cre any othter debts sim'!v because with bad credit they will 

never be , , y mnvdicine in emergency situations. Clients even borrow 

th,-ir debts to the pharmacist. One female 'lient said,
from relativc, to pa-y 

I pay my debts to the pharmacist. Otherwisc, I will lose
"Before I teed my 

fact and I could never ak him for medicine again." 

their selection of drugs,The educational level of the clients determines 

the pharmacy, and
their need for instructions to u.e drugs, their utilization of 

the client is
their relations,hip with the pharmacist. The educational level of 

a client pronounces names
reflected indrf-'5;5, grooming, and above all in the way 

of drugs. An illiterate client is most likely to identify a drug by price, box color, 
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you please give me the
pill color, and use. A typical request might be: "Would 

LE 2.00 drug, the red one for my side." An educated client will identify the drug 

doctor
by its proper brand name. An educated client is most 	 likely to see a 

However, middle class
rather than ask the pharmacist to prescribe medicine. 

males take their wives and children to doctors when needed, but will
Egyptian 

the behavior is explained in the 
postpone seeing a doctor themselves. Part of 

are strong and should not be sick, and that a head of the
cultural belief that men 

family !hould be the last to spend money on hirnst!lf. kOnly in severe medical 

This attitude is more prevalentforced to see a doctcw.)conditions is a male 

than Cairo dwellers. Vitamin sales are higher
among educated rural clients 

as a must for prevention of 
among educated clitnts who culturally view vitamins 

disease. 

dilferences between educated and
A pharmacist answered the question of 

or pronounce the name
uneducated clients by saying, "Only in the way they dress 

the uneducated. 

of -the drug. An educated client says, 'Do you have "Pampers" please?' The 

uneducated will call it 'bambers.' Mispronouncing the name is common among 

Also the uneducated ask about drug utilization three or four 

clients prefer foreign i-nported
times before they understand it." Educated 

drugs. They are also big consumers of 
medicine over locally manufactured 

foreign brand cosmetics. 

the degree to which personal
The client's educational level also determines 

The higher the level of the client's
problems are di'ctIwseo with the pharmacist. 

Relation
education, the less likelihood there is of sharing personal problems. 

Short interactions
ships with the pharmacist are usually friendly but formal. 

often result In drug purchase or medical advice. 

to purchase modern
Traditional health practitioners frequent pharmacies 

comes here to buy gauze, cotton,
drugs. A pharmacist said, "The local midwife 



antibiotics, and the injection to speed labor." In an Interview with a midwife she 

mentioned that modern medicine is as important as traditional medicine in her 

trade. She said, '1buy the labor shots to help in delivery, but I use an herbal 

concoction called "mugat", an herbal reci,,e recommended for new mothers, to 

make the new mother feel strong again. I buy antiseptics like "Detod' to wash 

the new mother. I buy powder and gauze and sulfa powder for the baby's belly 

button." An owner of a rural pharmacy stated he is often requested to give the 

injection to mothers in labor by his midwife friend. There seems to be some 

form of cooperation between rural pharmacists and rural midwives. 

Clients traveling to Arab countries stock up on drugs from Egypt before 

they leave the country, as the subsidies that go into the drug industry, make 

Egyptian drugs are cheaper than their equivaleits in other countries. Egyptians 

who work in Arab countries find it cheaper to buy their favored drugs from Egypt 

before their departure. Drug sales during the month of August escalate when 

Egyptians leave after spending their summer vacations with relatives and 

friends. 

2. Clients' Health Problems and the Pharmacist 

In Egypt, people see the pharmacist as an important figure to consult with 

whenever there are health problems. The common Egyptian believes that "health 

is in the hands of God." But sickness necessitates a cure. A cure could be sought 

from modern specialists like physicians and pharmacists, or from traditional 

practitioners like herbalists, health barbers, midwives, and bone setters. 

It is easier for an Egyptian to walk into a pharmacy and talk to a 

pharmacist about his health problems than to visit a doctor. A pharmacist's 

advice is free, while a doctor's advice .could be costly. The pharmacist saves 

time; there is usually no long waiting period like a doctor's clinic. To the 
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....... ... ce both a physician and a pharmacist are addressed as 

"doctor", it is assumed they both must know the same information. One 

pharmacist said, "I know Ishould not prescribe medicine, but I also know that the 

client that seeks my advice seeks it for a reason. He must not have the doctor's 

fee, or is shy to see a doctor, or is lazy and will never go to a doctor, or too 

proud to see a doctor, etc. We pharmacists fill this gap." 

A pharmacist's advice requires no fees, ritual, or long wait. Pharmacists 

are numerous in Cairo and in rural areas, so a client does not have to travel far 

to see a pharmacist. Moreover, pharmacists tend to talk to clients more than 

doctors. They tend to explain matters in more detail. They reassure clients, 

they interpret doctors' prescriptions, and they comfort clients who seek their 

services. 

Most pharmacists are careful not to handle cases where there is high fever, 

bleeding, or badly infected wounds. Pharmacists refer clients to private doctors 

or to hospitals. Pharmacists fear the responsibility of legal action against them 

in case of the wrong diag.iosis. 

It Is interesting to note that many individuals ask a pharmacist whether 

their prescription is a good one or not. A client said, 'Itis a second opinion. 

Plus, this good man always explains things to me. Doctors are so busy they never 

take the time to explain to us our problems." One orderly working for a village 

doctor stopped by the pharmacy and said to the pharmacist, " do not feel well. 

The doctor I work for wrote me a prescription; would you please see if it is any 

good?" 

3. Clients' Medical Repertoire 

The average Egyptian overeats, and consequently finds himself in need of 

digestive drugs. Seasonal diseases like colds, summer diarrhea, spring fevers, 
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poor sanitary conditions,
and eye problems are not uncommon. Dust, flies, 

a total lack of self control in eating fatty, sweet foods all affect
coupled with 

their generosity or their wealth by
Egyptian health conditions. People show 

indulging in eating greasy foodstuffs. Many Egyptians buy huge supplies of liver 

to help cure their stomach ailments. Regardless of 
ind digestive drugs 

in his or her thirties becomes sex, or age, an Egyptianeducation, class, 

drugs to remedy stomach problems. The researcher was offered a 
dependent on 

pharmacy. When she expressed concern about 
delicious but greasy dessert in a 

Take 
the difficulty of cigesting the dessert, everyone present said, 'No problem! 

Festal tablets, an It will help you digestAlka Seltzer type tablet for digestion. 

even iron." 

BS:cause of this cultural attitude of dependency on drugs, Egyptians' 

commor. knowledge about drugs is high. They learn about drugs from their 

parents, relatives, friends, pharrmacists, etc. Sharing prescriptions, or 	 giving 

a case 
a friend, or recommending a mcdicine that worked for 

medical advice to 

to another person are all common pra~tices. 

The most popular drugs known to the average Egyptian and their associated 

indications are as follows: 

HeadachesAspirin 

HeadachesOptalidon 

HeadachesAlgon & Caffenol 

PainkillerN ovalgon 

For liver problemLiposis 

Festal 	 Digestive 

IndigestionAndrews 

Digestive tractPolzygom 

Digestive tractZymogen 
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T.R. lodin Cuts 

Microchrome Cuts 

Tiramicin ointment Eye problems 

Chrolamphinicol Eye drops for eye infections 

Titracyclin Throat problems 

Introvioform Diarrhea 

Entocide Tablets for diarrhea 

Bellacide Stomachache 

Polydermin ointment Burns (known locally as "the red ointment 

for burns") 

Gentiana Paint for rashes 

Vitamin A Known locally for eye problems 

Vitamin C Known locally for colds 

Vitamin Bx To be taken with antibiotics 

Vitamin E To increase male sexuality 

Vitamins with male hormones like: 

For sexual potencyPrimotestone 

tablets for sexual potency
Bazoma 

Known locally to increase male sexual 
Jeverene 


appetite 

For increasing female sexuality
3evrai 

For cholic attacksSpasmocanols 

For urinary infectionColiurinals 

For irregularityNasar pills 

LaxativesBoldolaxin 

LaxativesAlphalaxin 
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The average Egyptian knows these drugs by their brand name and uses them 

iout doctors' prescriptions. 

As for birth control, the pharmacist could be instrumental in recommen

ding different methods. Most pharmacies visited sell different brands of pills. 

Condoms, creams, and IUDs are present in some pharmacies. Clients know about 

birth control pills and IUDs more than creams. In the past, condoms were used 

only whenever a male frequented a place of prostitution. Today a new condom 

brand called "Tops" seems to be popular, especially when females are lactating 

or suffer from oral contraceptives' side effects. Pills qre often used incorrectly 

by uneducated females. Some use the pills only on the night intercourse takes 

place. Others forget the pill for a few days and resume them later. During the 

fasting month for Moslems, some females continue taking the pill so they can 

fast the complete thirty days of the month. Continued pill use helps the female 

avoid menstruation, a medical and hygienic condition that requires the female to 

stop fasting. 

Clients identify drugs by price, box color, tablet or pill color. Any changes 

in the drug color causes clients and pharmacists a great deal of confusion. Rural 

clients in particular insist on matching the old outside box with the new one. 

They sometimes look at the tablet colors to cross check the content of the 

bottles. Rural clients prefer red colored pills over yellow ones, but one woman 

said, "We have no control over the color. We take whatever the doctors 

prescribe for us." 

People uiow about new drugs from their doctors and pharmacists. Indivi

duals maintain a suspicious attitude about a drug until doctors prescribe it or a 

pharmacist or a friend recommends it. 

Baby formula is known to urban and rural clients. Urbanites use formula 

more than rural mothers. However,, most pharmacists have confirmed that 
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A mother takes her relatives' 

formula sales in rural areas are rapidly increasing. 

If she notices problems and the 

recommendations about the formula brand name. 

brand recom
she may change to another formula 

not good,baby's health is 

a pharmacist.mended by a doctc: or 
Onlyand grocery stores. 

are sold both in pharmacies
test kitsPregrfncy 

use the kits. Pharmacists advise uneducated 

educated clients are encouraged to 
It requires

doctor. A pharmacist said, 
to go for a pregnancy test to a 

wamen people areUneducated 
that instructions be followed strictly without changes. 

The kit is expensive and if they get the 

incapable of following the instructions. 

wrong results, they will give me a headache." 

PHYSICIANS VS. PHARMACISTS IN EGYPT 
G. 

Like most countries, professional jealousies exist between pharmacists and 

and pharmacists tend to be 

In Egypt, the relationship between doctors 
doctors. of being unpro

accuse pharmacistsDoctorsof competition.tense because 
A doctor expressed 

fesional when they diagnose diseases and prescribe medicine. 

To ignore .he 
are sciences. 

this view by saying ,,Medicine and clinical studies 

on the. basis of superficial
medicineand recommendof traininglong years 

in Egypt. But
and is illegal

is very dangerousof symptomsrecognition 

job."


pharmacists interfere in our 
sell substitutions for 

sometimesthat pharmacistsalso complainDoctors Physidrug shortages.because of 
drugs rather than originally prescribed drugs 

clans require that patients show them the medicine before they take it to make 

sure no substitutes were sold to the patient. 
Isthat their work 

doctors recognize
pharmacistsIn spite of this, and 

a doctor
realize the influence or a 

to cach other. They also 
complementary referral

The pharmacist/physician
the other's practice.has onpharmacist 
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Indicative of a good relationshdp between the two 
system Is interesting and 

are three gynecologists in this area, 
-professionals. One pharmacist said, "There 

a skilled and experienced surgeon.He isbut I always recommend Dr. Ahmed. 


He is also a good friend."
 
people come to see him from miles and miles away. 


give doctors special privileges that range from big

toPharmacists tend 

pharmacists
free drugs. Doctors reciprocate by refusing pay from 

discounts to 

favors are not uncommon in 
or-their close relatives. Exchanges of gifts and 


The nature of the relationship determines whether
 
as well as rural areas.Cairo 

or not. A young maleprescribed by a doctor 
a pharmacist orders drugs that are 

four area doctors, so he is 
pharmacist mentioned that he receives clients from 

keen on having their favorite drugs available for his customers. 

a pharmacist could 
clients talk more to pharmacists they trust,

Because 

destroy a doctor's practice by spreading rumors or making a client lose faith in a 

that his pharmacistcrucial to the patient to feel 
particular doctor. It is 

atrust between a doctor and 
doctor's prescription. Lack of 

approves of his 

pharmacist results in clients' discomfort and change of either the pharmacist or 

the physician. 

In interviews with pharmacists in rural areas, it became obvious that each 

The 
pharmacist has his favorite physicians where he draws most of his clientele. 

role in the referral network. 
may play an importantreligious background 

more important than religion is that the 
However, a pharmacist said, "What is 

riot matter as much asCoptic or Moslem doe.
professional is skilled in his work. 

Clients loot, for skill first and religion 
being a good doctor or a good pharmacist. 

second." 
They take the time to 

Pharmacists interpret ,1rescriptions to their clients. 

even pass a judgment on 
explain the malady, the utilization of the-drug, and may 

resent being judged by pharmacists. One doctor said, 
the prescription. Doctors 
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to sell the drug, write the 
or s5,0m oughta sales role; he 

"The pharmacist role Is 
are not trained in

shut. They
ard keep their mouth 

way It should be used, 
bigger thantheir role is 

From a pharmacist'. point A view,
' medicine like u 

.% inte.rmediaries between physicians and 
theemelve5

the sales atpect. They se 
and answeringclient 

that their role includes comforting the 
clients. They feel 

aniid drugs.
all inquiries about dise, 

PROFILE OF A SMALL NEIGIBOROOD PHARMACY OWNER 
H. A 

off
in a lew inccme neighborhood

is located
Dr. Hussein's pharmacy 

r .'r doc.ora vetile apy5
it for six veirs.He has ownedPyramid Road. 

9:CO A.M.wr-:frcfold lesoy. I- ,e 
and -iia fouree. yearh;h:,for tie 

i le oeo'. hoi::in the morning
"he -Koy' helping him

P.M. .ithluntil 3:00 

d s ov-r ,mtdl 7"0 1I.M., when Dr. 
h eII!home at, 3:CC 

, ,.crs and the Loy all work 
ar-d .ac o e parfariC

Hussein 


jntil midnight.
 
, 

, (lAirs, a ref.,.W'raCOtwith cri:p
Tlhe pharmacy is extr-me1 v ,rwd-d 

t s, and!rem the pharAt esnttrcon 'i-jena woodCnscale, a desK, 

, a lrootmte s ce for 
a very sm I bacll roo , h' r- ter , i:, e:.a ! , 

n pi(-h!I.eli 
umdldrr (A

giving injeCtiom.,'and of 


except one frained vret-,e of the Quran.
 
ovf 

thi S pharmacythe ceni,-rThe wooden Coun11ter at 

1 he ,i ml rr ,,hral,,
a pharmacy. i;

store rather thangroCery 
nt lhfer L 

In the h- y -v,-' r ;' t,,r, 

the veterinariiri, and th," pharmacist. 
y wa 

at th,- '.n tlrn'. -... 
,ix piOP, heing help~d all

thaiwere more 
trr, laI. ,Ict mr wrr1helves 

to ge(t drug-, from high
a ladderalways u ing 

drawrr wilth mur-y in it. 

chairs surrounding the wooden desk with an opr, middle 

on It in Arabic, and I
written

had the word ',NarcotiC&"
the side drawersOne of 
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Although %he'reis 
Wa4s told there were 5 Morphine shoi5s tored In this drawer. 


total absence of t C in %he p!.ice~, ,here was certinly i redaed Ieeling of
 

hre it reil b4d 
Dr. - "I .ii Crry -O'm pllcr is a e- the deut" 

e' 0h. '.Cu2 (' not Stop 
Mr -rt jtO.'!r hi te~ Plpe, in lthe ttut

bec'au~etr 

A,'tm !o'u here In 
us from roc rr-vi , itt I-, 	 :- t i , 

'i Clhit:C nd c&'eto IMII their 
T~r.the ph~tr'nv' 

Aic: ike Ince we o not ai-it jol~epr ir~ .A cu tg' i witc'~ 


more litte %C' toClients
m~ and littrn io 1heir 
w'Ae -uv~cthe rnorni.-ir, 

r to -re their ;2Vilrt hy
~~ resp~wprobjern. Tiorte ;--oplr 

They 
'r c' oI1t-Comne tr'rre~~stIIl ttr-i 1! 

s & dspply of
%M'.1. finY *,,:'-r re alk tk ill tml r ru is 

uphs 11tc I!.I 't .e1.r.A~l 
the setr uioo tucx't** pfrt'o 

rcy Le~t me t1ell you l'hr Itull' 
anid I invet fnowt of mrziv tr .n 'rp 

t st Mi aA.-l!~r1"4* 
n -,hit buniness: you ~ wAbout bep 

C-'! a -c~ra~'a~e$." 'il.trm~ v.-.human~ist. Tfus. it. my lohy 

i ~e2yIcr !-.im t!*rchocl hotes..I'~c 
stre AJi( I usmed to w~ork 

't2#d11tr'* ih eO(css'. lieAend heh r ~ He re~.d ilm rui rtet,* 

~ 4~. r,!~
r" 4! Ili~ ~ Ur1that W.1 lii -

~ *Ii." *tP t1 .,-.'1 Ill dntrt0e0I r~d't~ ! ': ry 'rr~ 

he knocAwt11 it.r 

~' ~n u~e~ tr hool&(AiiI : ~r!~:y. 	
my 

Thit Old rtiol go
y1 '5 t i t ,- z 4cIrs ,"i I act: eplid it. 

01ordr I ut-11 Io 
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I wn thrown in military jail several times. I 
sotoo well with the military types, 

of the day I will own my pharmacy. But my 
used to dream in my cell 

the dream. Finally I gotm- "ndih ,y1d between , n theinubcr d':... 

niht in a friend's pharmacy. After two 
r .. .t, , It rdOut of 

loan me ten thousand Egyptiantofrnothc: 
years, I uCe-dr '. , . 

pounds worth of
and tx)hught five thousand 

Poud.I., 
all alone by myself 

.,,r. r l.;:d ew.c e I h;ad to work 
•daubs. T e .*ir .t 

ten hours and 
nrytod' to hielp. I utrd to work 

nct aI Crd to hrbeCAute I coulC 
W06'd wa my life.-d 31A wort I 11-a n4rlevenl elever, h... lr 

me I cannot work
11 eiOU 0VF..r'"At,.er a I 

ii.- !1u: :ri-n r-,v, h-i thtn ht ,vv len from our 
long hours. So I !-ir d *,! ; 

o: to mr'; a-rned a vreat deal. He 
' 
villace inUp-r- Ef"gpt. H i, 

pre crihe :oedicine! Of cours, I do not 
rtsnI. tcall ,the dru.g; t,! itrecognatn 

too Lid he does not know 
ith a pharmaCIt, itC 

Wove him alone; he i als iy 

how to read well, 
frorn my mother and 

two yetvt I have borrow ed money
"-rin the first 

pharmacy ftt collatrrl to procure a loan. I 
You , , "I cannot uie the 

ures. 


th ,.ir r,-inimum andon, 

t , pharmacy, My policy is to liv-

C. 


rrn,,(y is a little 
M.I be this, is why the i

dtu ~t.noh y ,,,hto tkuy 
attic.a car Vretrr build an

I will 5cton have
N.u do bot mind.I hel'rraowdodi 

I. hard-earned 
!4xau'] ,-., torild cheat you; this 

I havo to lind a 


)trlney."
 

gave thern rhanrlg. He 
mr-dicine and 

Hoe aled while he handed ;w';le 

piasters'ill -rivehim four 
1t he had ,,dian.e and

4 rt-rto m rslop!od to iell 

" ., difficulty" am :utrr , hut ,,r.
l001 Of Aspirin in1tCrd if w money. 

i; it wouldi, e.,rd , th y . dl !.wirin
Wilt, 

ASd arl (:it" -ive apirin. 
cro<e y 40Ir'Y il(l"% oul malth b)o%5 

not go tw, 
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One day people will start dealing in matchboxes 

People do not object anymore. 

and aspirin instead of money!" 
you?" He lifted the 

All, how are 
for a minute. Hello Abou 

"Excuse me 
The he looked at me and said 

counter and stepped out to.kiss and greet this man. 
Go,something cold? 


"He is my best customer.. Would you like tea, coffee, or 


an auto mechanic
Abou Ali is 

our visitors. 
kid, and get us something cold for 

He comes here once a month to buy vitamins and colognes, etc." 

shop owner. linelong irregular 
to fill prescriptions, a 

As the veterinarian continued 

busy with his friend Abou Ali, who proceeded 

Dr. Hussein was 
started to form. 3 

ten vinamin bottles, 3 antibiotic boxes, 2 big bottles of perfume, 

to purchase 
4 rolls of toilet paper, four boxes of 

kleenex,10 boxes of 
kinds of toothpaste, 

shaving cream, six bottles of cough medicine, and several boxes of pain killers. 

and
with other customers 

interrupted by conversations 
The purchase was Theof certain drugs. 

from the veterinarian about the whereabouts 
questions interested,Mr. Alland friendhis clientmaintainedamazinglypharmacist perfume,

more expensive kind of 


answered his questions of "Do you not have a 

not betterhis wife isYou know

Kamal bought?Mr.my neighborlike the one 
Also Dr. Hussein continued to 

so I'll buy the most expensive type." 
than mine, an hourAfter half 

take money and hand over change and aspirin to other clients. 

Abou All left. 
and a LE 46 purchase, Mr. 

He said, "Like I told you, he is one 
and laughed.

Dr. Hussein looked at me 
I can 

He comes in once a month and buys drugs like crazy. 

of my best clients. malewiththe vitaminsI knowall these drugs.
why he buys 

never figure out of drug 

many people here hav/e se:,ual problems because 

are for him,hormones 
Cough medicine is used here by 

so they use these male hormone pills. 

problems, 


as a substitute for drugs."
drug addicts 
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As for the pharmacist's .hopes for the future, he wanted to own an 

apartment for his small family. He said he enjoys working for himself and has no 

desire to change jobs. He said, 'I have two children; maybe there will be a third. 

But my wife works, and we want the kids to go to good schools. So only three 

children is right for us." 

He also expressed hope that the law would allow pharmacists to raise their 

discount to twenty percent on all drugs. He felt that customers should not pay 

more for drugs because they cannot afford to, but it is the 6 overnment's 

obligation to subsidize drugs. He mentioned that the present discount system 

does not keep up with inflation in Egypt. 

I. 	 PROFILE OF A SALESBOY IN A SMALL NEIGHBORHOOD PHARMACY 

Ali is only fourteen years old, yet he has spent the last six years working as 

a farm laborer and as a pharmacist's helper. Ali is the fifth son of a peasant 

family of nine in Upper Egypt. He was born to a landless peasant father who was 

overcome by sclhistcsomiasis and lost his job as a farm laborer. Ali used to help 

his father with his agricultural chores after school. He went to school for one 

year, and had to drop ouit because his family was worried about their poverty and 

school required shoes. supplies, and clothes. 

All worked as a farm laborer earning 30 piastres for two years. He never 

took time off because his family depended on his income for food and drugs for 

his sick father. He worke i with two of his brothers at a state farm and visited 

his family for feasts only. 

One day Ali's father told him he did not have to work at the farm anymore, 

but he 	would be sent to Cairo with Dr. Hussein, a friend whose family owns land 

in the 	village. Ali's reaction was sadness because he woula not see his brothers 

or family anymore. He talked about his mother crying when he left for Cairo. 
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Now All is fourteen years old. Having worked at Dr. Hussein's pharmacy 

for four years, he knows all the drugs by name. He said, "When I first came here, 

I cleaned the pharmacy, washed the floors, and did errands only. But I used to 

listen to Dr. Hussein and his doctor friends. I soon began to know the drugs by 

their outside boxes and their colors. I also know their locations in the pha-macy. 

I watched Dr. Hussein prepare some drugs. Now I could also prepare these drugs. 

I miss my family, but I see them once a year. Dr. Hussein sends my salary to my 

family. I do not know how much exactly. He also buys me clothes, and I have 

some spending money, too. He is a good man, even when he beats me for making 

mistakes or breaking bottles." 

Ali's only hope is that he learns how to read and write. He said, 1I wish I 

can go to school one day and learn reading and writing. Then I would be able to 

read the prescriptions and the labels on the boxes. There is a literacy school 

offered here in the evenings, but the evenings are busy times for us here. 

In a few more years, All would give shots to patients in the pharmacy. He 

did not seem to know if he would continue working for Dr. Hussein. Only the 

doctor and Ali's father make these decisions for him now. He expected to stay 

with Dr. Hussein because he was a good man that allowed him to watch T.V. 

whenever there were no clients in the pharmacy. 

J. A PROFILE OF A CLIENT 

Hassan is an automechanic who earns LE 7 daily at a body shop in old 

Cairo. He is 33 years old, but looks like he is forty. He dropped out of school at 

age eight to work as a plumber's helper for 10 piastres a day. He left plumbing 

to work for a carpenter for three years. He enjoyed working there, but the 

owner died and his family closed the.shop. Hassan took a job as a shoe repairer 

and learned the skills necessary to work with leather. 
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Hadj Ahmed, who lived In Has,ans's neighborhood, opened an autobody shop 

He said, "I went to work for him 
Hassan liked Mr. Ahmed. 

arid needed helpers. 

and he is also honest. I started here a few years back 

because he is a kind man 
many cars 

Life was tough then; there were not so 

with a 50 piastre daily wage. 

were times when I did not get paid, but 
strong. There 

and the competition was 
We haveare different.Now things 


Hadj Ahmed always made sure I had food. 

the head7 a day. I am 

we could finish. My wage is LE 
rhore work than 

continues this 
I love my work; I just pray it 


automechanic next to Hadj Ahmed. 


way."1 He commented
He has four children. 

at age twenty-one.Hassan married 
I will send them all to 

"Four children is good. 
on the topic of the family size. 

or write, but they will have this 
I cannot read 

school, girls aid boys. 
andhis pharmacist's

good, according tonothealth isHassan'sopportunity." 

He has high blood pressure, intestinal problems, and back pain. 

doctor's opinions. 
He said, "I have to buy 

He visits the neighborhood pharmacy at least once a day. 

I'take these after every meal, and of course, most 

aspirin, or my digestive pills 

important, the blood press-ure drugs. They are no good for me as a man, so I have 

a drugHassan also has
hormones." 

- the ones with male 
to take vitamins 

He feels there are "a 
can afford it. 

He smokes hashish whenever he 
problem. 


few ways to enjoy life. one of them is to smoke hashish." He started smoking at
 

He smokes two packs of cigarettes a day. 
age fourteen. 

for my headaches.
get somethingthe pharmacy to 

said, I go toHe 
I went to the doctor only 

short of hashish, I get bad headaches. 

Whenever I am 


he recommended 
The pharmacist is a good man; 

for my blood pressure.once my back drugs
a good supply of 

drugs for my back and stomach. I keep 
some 

very good doctor. 
Our pharmacist is a 

because I cannot live without them. 


have to go congratulate him; his wife gave birth to a boy."
 

I 
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uses a credit system with the pharmacy. There are times when he 
Hassan 

He sends his kids, or goes himself to the pharmacy and teils 
is short of money. 

He makes sure to pay his debts promptly so the 
the pharmacist he will pay later. 

pharmacist will not deny him credit. 

and the pharmacist,
On the subject of the relationship between Hassan 

I go to him because he is kind 
Hassan said, "We all respect .the pharmacist here. 

a lot and I love to joke. I fixed his car for him for free 
and skilled; he also jo.kes 

not have acceptedso many favors, I couldHe has done methe other day. 

I first got to know him when I had an emergency at the shop. 
payment from him. 

So I rushed to this new pharmacy because it was 
One of the helpers cut his hand. 

with me, carried the boy to the pharmacy, 
and I asked for help. He cameclose, 

Since then, I never buy medicine from anybody else." 
and administered first aid. 
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NOTEIS 

1. 	 Based on discussions with the Ministry of Health, the Pharmacy Admin-
Istration, and the Technical Secretariat for the Drug Sector, and from 
"Legal and Practical Requirements for Registration of Drugs for Human 
Use," Second Edition (.1980) the International Federation of Pharma
ceutical Manufacturers Association, Zurich, Switzerland. 

2. 	 The Ministry of Interior mentioned levels as high as LE 35 million in a 
June 14, 1977 discussion at the People's Assembly. 

3. 	 The source for most of this section is 'Industrial Outlook Report: 

Pharmaceuticals-Egypt," American Embassy Laws, April, 1979. 

4. 	 June 2 "Al Akbar article disucssing the pure increase. 

5. 	 Ex Minister Badran mentioned these as partial justification for the 1977 
price increase, especially in his speech to the Peoples' Assembly, June 14, 
1977. 

6. 	 From discussions with Ministry of Health Officials and 'Industrial Outlook 
Report: Pharmaceuticals - Egypt," American Embassy, April, 1979. A 
more precise geographical distribution of consumption is to be provided 
from figures requested from EGYDRUG. 

7. 	 See Chapter III. 

8. 	 See Appendix IV, February 7, 1982 editorial for the Egyptian Gazette, for 
an example of this view of Egyptian drug use. 

9. 	 Sources for chese figures and the discussion that follows are from the 
Ministry of Health, Health Profiles of Egypt, Study on Health Financing 
and Expenditure in Egypt," Publication No. 10, April, 1980; and from Carl 
M. Stevens, "Health Services in Egypt: Some Economic Indicators," 
USAID, 1981. 

10. 	 Ibid. 

11. 	 Nawal Nadim, "Rural Health Care in Egypt," International Islamic Center 
for Population Studies paper under sponsorship of International Develop
ment Research Centre, 1980. p.8. 

12. 	 The source of this information is private conversation with public officials 
and with private pharmacists. 

13. 	 Hind Kahattab and Syada Daeif, "Impact of Male Labor Migration on the 
Structure of the Family and Roles of Women, "Population Couuncil 
Regional papers, 1978. 

14. 	 Nawal Nadim, "Rural Health Care in Egypt" International Islamic Center 
for Population Studies, under a grant from the International Development 
Research Center, Idrc-ts 15e 1950. 



15. 	 See Chapter III for discussion and observations on this. 

16. 	 3. Sukkary, "She is No Stranger: The Traditional Midwife in Egypt," 

Medical Anthropology, Vol. 5, No. 1,Winter, 1981. 

17. 	 Akhersaa, No. 2461, Dec. 23, 1981, p. 62. 
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APPENDIX I 

List of Pharmaceutical F'irms 

A partial list of the firms in the pharmaceutical industrY includes: 

and Medical Appli
for Trading, Chemicals,

Al Gomhouria CompanY 

6 Shawarby Sfret, Cairo 
976200 or 976208Telepone:


Cable: GOMCOM, Cairo raw materials used by
 
This firm imports the chemicals and other 

drug manufacthree joint.venture
the seven public 	 sector and 
turers.
 

of Pharmaceuticals 
The Egyptian Company for Trade and ',istribution

2. 
(EGYDRUG)
 
33 Abdel Khalek Sarwat Street, Cairo
 

976833
Telephone: 933248 - Pharmadistributes drugs 	manufactured by onEgyptianbehalf of theEGYDRUG 	 drugsimports finished
ceutical firms and 
Egyptian Government. 

El N asr pharmaceutical Chemical Company Purchasing Office 

28 Talaat Harb Street, Cairo 

The El Nasr factory produces fine chemicals for the manufacture 

F3. 

Telephone: 49168 

(Factory located in Abu Zaabal, Northeast of Cairo). 
of drugs. 

4. 	 Medical Packing Company 
-47 Industrial Zone 


Abbassia, Cairo
 
836144Telephone: 	 the packing for

Company manufacturesThe Medical Packing 

pharmaceuticals produced by public sector firms.
 

Al Qahira Company for Pharmaceuticals and Chemical Industries 
3. 	

46 Kasr Al Ainy Street, Cairo
 
32449
Telephone: 

P.O. Box 793, Cairo
 
Cable: DOSEN AL
 

6. 	 Memphis Chemical Company
 
9 Emad El Din Street, Cairo
 
Te.!phone: 906708 

The Arab Company for Pharmaceuticals and Chemical Industries 
7. 

3 El Massanei Street
 
El Amiria, Cairo
 

or 8714918645a94Telephone: 
P.O. Box 1343
 
Cable: PHARMA ARAB, Cairo
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Chemical IndustriEs Development Company (CID)a. 
Taibla, Cairo
 
Telephone: 850922/3
 

9. 	 Misr Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals Industries Company 

92 Mataria Street 
Zeitoun, Cairo 
Telephone: 862093 or 863865 

10. 	 El Nil Pharmaceuticals and Chemicals Industries Company
 

3 El Siwah Square
 
Amiria, Cairo
 
Telephone: 875820 or 875825
 
P.O. Box Ma.saken el Amiria, Cairo
 
Calbe: NILPHARM
 

11. 	 Alexandria Company for PHarmaceuticals and Chemical Industries 

El Siouf, Alexandria 
Telephone: 63726 or 61726 

II Dr. Abdul Hamid Said StreetCairo Office: 

Telephone: 937023
 

12. 	 Pfizer Company Egypt
 
47 Ramsis Street, Cairo
 
Telephone: 970427 or 979213
 
P.O. Box 2357
 
Cable: PFIZER, Cairo
 

13. 	 Swiss Pharma 
El Sawah Street
 
Amiria, Cairo
 
Telephone. 871806 - 9
 
Cable: SWISSFARMA, Cairo
 

14. 	 Hoescht Orient
 
3 El Massanei Street
 
Matareya, Cairo
 
Telephone: 860246
 

15. 	 Squibb 
17 Studio Misr Street, Pyramids AreaFactory: 


Scientific Department: 3 Ahmed Nessim Street, Giza
 

P.O. Box 4, Giza, A.R.E.
 
Telephone: 984155
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Part IV 

Requirements for Manufacturing Sterile Products. 

• 	Introduction
 

Personnel
 

Manufacturing areas.
 

b 	 Equipment 

Sanitation
 

Manufacturing procedures
 

Quality Control
 

nuilding for Lboratory Animals.
 

Part V 

Sencral Regu]ations For Industrial Control and Safety
 

Prncautions against hczards and injuries 

'Precautionsagainst fire and explosion
 

* 	Social and psychoio'gical care of workers
 

Resting places
 

* 	 Nurseries 

* 	General Library(culture)
 

* 	Restaurant
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Part I 

Definitions
 
For the purpose of this 
document the following definitions 
are
adopted except if different meanings 
are specifically stated.
 
Drug: 
 Any substance or mixture of substances that is manufactured 
sold or represented for use in:

a 7he treatment ,prevention, diagnosis or metigation of
pains or symptoms of disease resulting from physical
or non-physical abnormal states in man or animal. 

b- Indicated for healing,restoration or correction of 
organic functions in man or animal 

Drug Mnufacturinc Firm: 
 Pharmaceutical organisation authorized
 
to manufacture 
pharmaceutical products or 3tarting materials.
 
Pharmaceutical Product: 
 Any substance 
or mixture of substances
manufactured 
as 
a drug, in a pharmaceutical form, intended for
 use to man or 
 animal according to Health rules and regulation
 
of the country.
 

Manufacture: 
 All operations involved in 
the production of
 a finished form 
of drug including separate procedures 
as
 
(processing,compounding,formulating,filling,packinglabelling
 

etc ... ) occuring whether in 
one or several firms
 
Starting materials: 
 Any. substance used 
in the manufacture
 
of a pharmaceutical product.
 

Finished Product: Any pharmaceutical product that'has passed

through all manufacturing procedures and is 
ready for use.
 
intermediate Product: 
 Any product that must undergo further
 
prcoduction pricesses to 
become a finished product.
 
sulk Product: 
 Any product that has not
,o;e of gone through one or
the 
following operations :7illing,packing 
or labelling.
 

atch: A defined quantity of substances during aor mixture of substances produced/given cycle 
or 
several cycles of manufacture under the 
same 
conditions resultin. 
in homogenity.
 

GotchNumber: 
 Numerical or alphabetical dcsignotion printed
on the label of 
the product to identity 
the tatch lo be traced.
 

\1I
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Code Number: Numerical or alphabetical degionation that identifies
 
the products 
nam ,
 

Manufacturing Date: 
 Date of defined operation in 
the manufacture
of the bulk product or the date of release of the finished product 
as decided by 
the manufacturer.
 

Expirv Dnte: 
 Date defined clearly 
on the finished product the
 
limit of 
use ba3ed on stability data.
 

Quality: 
 Degree of conformity of a pharmaceutical product with
its formula and specifications and conformity of 
its Production
and of its 
control with the 
basic standards of good manufactr.iing
 
practice.
 

lUjOrMIItine: 
 The status ut 
 a material which is 
not permitted 
for
 
use 
until released ofter control.
 

In Process Control: 
 Chec!ks 
Ond tests performed by 
the manufacturer

during the 
course 
of manufacture of 
a pharmaceutical product.
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APPENDIX V
 

Urban Health Care Survey - Pharmacists Questions
 

As one aspect of a survey for' the Egyptian Urban Health Delivery SystemProject, pharmacists and their clients were surveyed in two administrative zones of Helwan.* The target populations for the project were lower classworking urbanites and lower gr. de employees, and the geographic areaswere selected as typiE f areas toward health services should be focused.
The socioeconomic observations on the pharmacies, pharmacists and theirclients are given in the following tables. Although these cannotstatistically be generalized to other urban or rural areas of Egypt or toother soco-economic classes, they are illustrative of the pharmacyownership and staffing and the relative importance of the pharmacy inserving a variety health needs in the communities. 

* Urban Health Delivery System Project Health Sector Assessment sponsored byUSAID Grant No. 263-0065. The methodology and results of this study aredescribed in "Community Studies Compiled Data Monograph H/I Hewan Zone,April 1981." The tables in the appendix are drawn from Tables H/1-3.19 through
H/1-3.32 and H/1-3.66 through H/I-3.25. 

http:H/I-3.25
http:H/1-3.66
http:H/1-3.32
http:H/1-3.19
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Table No.: H/1-3.21 Oistrict Helwan 
-Group Private HCS 

PHARMACIES' DAY OFF 

Are-a Day Friday Sunday Other Total 

Helwan Scation 9 4 2 15 

E-Maasara 8 2 1 12 

Tora 1 - 2 

Total 8 3 28 

Table No. H/!-3.;';'. District : Helwan 

st-up : Privatu HC' 

OPENING TIME OF PHARMACIES
 

opening time~ 
morning afternoon morning &afternoon Total 

Area 

Heiwan Station -" 2 13 15 

,EI-Maasara - 1 10 11 

Tora - 2 2 

3 25 1 28Total 


Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 
Data, Monograph H/I, Helwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 
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Table No. : 	 H/'-3.1g Oistrict: i 
'"rvup Private HCS 

OWNERSHIP OF PHARMACIES
 

Ownership I	 Owned by one Owned -7 an
 
person or Organization 
 Total
Area 
 more
 

Helwan Station. 
 15 
 15
 
Maasara 
 9 
 2 
 11
 
Tora 
 2 
 -
 2
 

Total 
 26 
 2 
 28
 

Table No. :H/1-3.20 istrict :Heiwa
 
Group : Private HCS 

OWNERSHIP/EMPLOYMENT OF PHARMACIST 

Pharmacist 
Area Owner Employee 	 Total 

Helwan Station 12 
 15 
Maasara 
 6 
 5 
 11
 

Tora 2 
 - 2 

Total 20 8 
 28 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies CompiledData, Monograph H/1,Helwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

http:H/1-3.20
http:H/'-3.1g
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District Helwan

Table No.: H/1.3.23 


Group C PrivdLe HCS
 

pHARMACIST HAVING A SECOND JOB
 

Ph maciata Wich ligre a sec- Have no 

ocher job
ond job

Areacher jobs 


2 13 15

Helwan Station 


9 112El.-aasara 

2 2
Tor 

4 24 28Total 

Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies CompiledSource: 
Data, Monograph H/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

http:H/1.3.23
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Table No.: H1/1-3.25 

CDoup Private KIS 

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 

Yea3rs -
Area 1 -5 

OF PIIAR1ACIES 

-10 

EM4PLOYEES 

-15 

(EXCEPT 

-20 

District : Helwan 

PHARMACIST) 

Not 

Mentioned' Total 

Helwan Station 5 4 3 3 15 

El-ftaasara 

Tora 

2- -

- 2 2 

% 

Total 7 4 3 13 28 

Source: Urban Heakth Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 
Data,Monograph H/I, Helwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 
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Table No.: H/1-3.28 District : Helwan 

Group Private HCS 

MEAN NUMBER OF WEEKLY DEHYDRATION CASES PER PHARMACy 

DEHYDRATION TREATflNT 

rece iving He lw 
service Helan Sation Haasara Tora 

New prescriptions 46.5 17.5 
 35
 
76.32 11.2% 	 16.8% 

Old preacriptions 	 8.75 32.4 28 
14% 20.7 13.3% 

Without prescriptions 7 70 70
 
11.1% 44.9% 33.6%
 

Consulting 
 35 753
pharmacist 	 57, 

22.4% 36%
 

Total 
 63 155 208
 

100% 100% 100%
 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled
-Data, Monograph H/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April i981. 

http:H/1-3.28
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-

Table MN.: i,/ 3.2 g ,DoistricL : -.elwafl 

".;rv'.up :Private K-

MOST COMMON FACTORS CAUSING CLIENTS TO RESORT TO PHARMACIES 

Area '-Ilelwan St Kaas are 

Causes 1------

.2-. 1 2 2 

C ,stroateriti $ 128 

Co=n cold and pneumonia 

Rheumatic diseases 

Skin diseaseL 

Skin infection 

Children diseases 

Infectious diseases 

Cough 

32 

I3 
I 

1 

3 

33 
2 

'

2 

3 

3 

" 

1 

Blood pressure 

Other 

Studies CompiledProject, "CommunityDelivery System
Source:. Urban Health 

Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 
Data, Monograph H/i, Heiwan Zone" USAID 
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Table No.: H/1-3,30 District : Helwan 

Group Private HCS 

CONTENT:MOST COMMON ITEMS 	 PURCHASED FROM PHARMACIES 

Number of PharmaciesArea 1Kind oef Hlwan Station 1masara Tora
drugs 

-Antibiotics 9 


Vitamins 8 3
 

Sedatives and Aspirin 6 	 

1Cosmetics 

Drugs for diarrhea 3 2 2
 

Drugs for stomach 3 3
 

Drugs for children' 2 3
 

Drugs for cough 1 1 2
 

Other
 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 
Data, Monograph H/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Crant No. 2630065 April 1981. 
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Oistrict : Helwan 
Table No.: H/1-3.31 


Group PriC'ate HCS
 

EFFICIENCY OF DRUG SUPPLY IN 
PHARMACIES
 

'Lfficient supply
 
No Total

cf drugs yes 


Area 

7 158Belwan Station 


5 6
El-Haaeara 


22 -Tora 


13 2815
Total 


Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 

Data, Manograph H/1, Helwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

http:H/1-3.31
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Tble No. H/1-3.66 istrict : eiwen
 
G(ru Private H~c D
 

FIRST DESTINATION FOR SEEKING HELP 

clients 
 Hospitals clients 
 MOstalrsafs clients
 

Pae Area tKaadi Helwan, El-MHaasara I--Tora 
NN 


I NSelf help & neigh
bours 


- 16 24
Relatives& Neigh
bours help 


1. 2
 
Pharmacy 
 6 50 
Traditional healer 1 8 5 
Governmental healc
 
units
 
Govern. hospital 2 17 8.5 1 5
 

Private physician 1 38 18 

Private otaw4af6 

69 12 72 

Private hoapital -,
 
Health Indurance 
 . 11 91.5  _ .
 ' 


Curative Orgallization 
 2 17
 

Total 
 12 100 12 100 66 
 100 
 17 100
 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled
Data, Monograph H/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

http:H/1-3.66
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Table.No..: H/1-3.67 District: Helwan 

Group PriVate HCS 
FIRST DESTINATION FOR SEEKING HELP IN CASE 

OF CHILD DISEASE (LOSS OF APPETITE AS A LIGHT SYMPTOM)

f cliencs Hospirals clients. Mostawsafs clients 

Place Area Maadi Helwan El-Maasara Tora 

_-,_ N I N N Zi N Z 

helps himself 2 25 20 31 1 7 
ineighbours'help 1 12 3 5 

Pharmacy 2 25 2 14 1 

Traditional healer I 

Govern. health uniic 

Govern. hospital 3 38 1 8 1 2 

Private physician 44 6 4 28 

Private Mostawsafs 35 56 6 37 

Private hospital 

Health Insurance 11 92 2 14 

Curative organiz

ation 

Total 8 100 12 100 63 100 15 I00 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 
Data, Monograph H/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

http:H/1-3.67
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Table No.: H/1-3.68 
Pivate Oistrict : HelwanFIP".. DESTINATION FOR SEEKING HELP IN CASE OF CHILD DISEASE


INABILITY TO WALK AS A GRAVE SYMPTOM
Place 
 -- vEl OMrT___Ar 
 ospitals clients'aawasclet
 
Maadi Heiwan Eb-Masaa clt't
 

Neighbours' help 

Pharmacy 

Traditional healer 

Govern. health unit 
Governmental hoep. 
Private physician 
Private mosrcwsaf 

3 

2 

50 

338 

3 25 6 13 2 12 

Private Hospital 

Hetlth Insurance 9 75 

3 

1 7 

67 

3 

4 

1 

25 

4 

Curative organiza- 12 
tion 

Total 
 6 100 12
 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies CompiledData, Monograph I/I, Heiwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981. 

NA
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CLIENTS IN 
MEETN
oOvfr
PROBLEM.S 
 ciit
Mostmaaf 
s clients
Hospital 
 T ,or&
E-, asara
Helwan
Haadi
Area 


i 69 I7.65 1 11

No. drugs found 

15 . 3 , 
ofinuff£iciency 

3 1813 1.7.6
1
25 
 24drugs (quantity) 5 
22 418
4 30.730 

aiting long 6 
15.8 21 26 3 18 

2306 
Bad Treatment 

5 34
13 16 

Carelessness in 

2of theAbsence person
working 

r .ficulty of
 -the doctor 2reaching of theSlowness 

r.reat=znt
 

O
16
81 1
100
20 00 13 

Total 


Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 

Grant No. 2630065 April. 1981. 
-lelwanZone" USAID 

Data, Monograph H/I, 
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Table No. H/1-3. 75 District : Helwan
 

Group Private HCS
 

CAUSE OF NON-USE OF GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE
 

Hospitals clients Mostawsafs clients 
Area Maa" Helwan El-Maasara Tora 

__N Z N N Z 

Far distance 4 16 

Preference of 
private doctor 5 20. 

Free examination is, 
not good 1 33 2 50 9 36 
-Unsuitable opening 
time 1 25 6 24 

I treat myself 1 33 

I dislike people 
1 34 1 4 

Total 3 100 4 100 25 100
 

Source: Urban Health Delivery System Project, "Community Studies Compiled 
Data, Monogi'aph H/l, Helwan Zone" USAID Grant No. 2630065 April 1981 
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APPEN DIX VI
 

Rural Health Questionnaire
 

pharma hes 
a partial indicatio of the sta of of and 

The atached tables are Th= 
availabdity ol pharaceutiCalS in Rural Health Centers and units in 1979. 

short
132 Rural Health Centers and Units. 

.o of the prernisesq they suggest 
retknfrm fror a quesionnairereutare taken 

hysugtsot 
results 

by physical checksonteprfiS
notvalidatedtho~g o boh pharmacists and drugs in rural public clinics.

suYpplies of bothnma°
To:.ughie 


the Health System Questionnare Administered by 
' extraced from "Results of 

132 Rural Health Centers and Units March-Aprilur lve Sys em Projectr: Monograph
,,-lt ata AE12 Sponsored bythe Ministry of Health ARE r SY•of ul Health Care D elv-thensr M H Ma 

el Care every System Project, o 
1978: A Reference Manual" Deli 
#3, MT-Caro university Health Care 

157-163.USAID, May 1980 PP. 
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Q. 66: PLEASE INDICATE ThE NUMBER OF STAFF, BY POSITLON, CURRENTLY
WORK.ING AT TkE CENTER/UNIT. 

RESPONSES
 

%of Centers %of Total 
.Responding Centers 

I. Senior doctor
 

0 34 26.4 26.2 
1 
 95 73.6 
 73.1
tio answer 1 0.8 

13 

2. Doctor
 

65 50.0 
 50.0
 
58 44.6 44.6 

6 4.6 4.6 
1 0.8 0.8
 

No answer 0 

130
 

3. Dentist
 

0 90 70.3 21 26 20.3 !.0.O
2 10 7.8 7.73 
 2 1.6 
 1.5
No answer 2 1.5 

130 

4. Pharmacist
 

0 
 119 93.0 91.5
1 8 5.3 6.2
2 1 0.6 0.8
No answer 2 1.5 

130 

* Extracted from "Results of, the Health System Questionnaire Administered bythe Ministry of Health ARE at 132 Rural Health Centers and Units March-April
1978: A Reference Manual" Health Care Delivery System Project: Monograph13, MIT-Cairo University Health Care Delivery System Project, Sponsored byUSAID, May 1980 pp. 157-163. Ph 
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Q. 66 (continu'ed)
 

AVERAGE NUMDER OF PROFESSIONAL STAFPA 
BY TYPE OF FACILITY BY REGION AND SAIQLE 

Coubined Rural Health Rural Health
 
Unit Center Unit _Sampl
 

Lower Egypt (67) 11.1 10.4 5.4 7.0 

Upper Egypt (60) 10.0 8.7 4.5 5.8 

Sample (127) 10.5 
 9.7 4.9 6.5 

"Professional staff" includes the following: 
 senior doctor, doctor,
 
pharmacist, nurse, clerk, aanirarian, lab assistant.
 

Note: Numbers in paren'heses are the total number of centers/urlts in the
 
sample that responded to this question.
 

* Extracted from "Results of the Health System Questionnaire Administered by
the Minlstry of Health ARE at 132 Rural Health Centers and Units March-April
1978: A Reference Manual" Health Care Delivery System Project: Monograph
/3, MIT-Cairo University Health Care Delivery System Project, Sponsored by

USAID, May 1980 pp. 157-163. 
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67: HIOWJ TRE OF YOUR CENTrER/ NIT ARE THE FOLLOWJING STATEHE.4TS? 

RESPONSES
 

Z of Centers X of Total
 
H Responding 
 Centers
 

a. 	 "We often lack needed 
personnel." 

True 
 28 
 22.8 
 21.5
Not true 
 95 
 77.2' 
 73.1

Don't knov 
 0
No 	 ansuer 7 
 5.4
 

130
 

b. 	 "Ve often lack needed 
vaccines." 

True 
 33 
 27.3 
 25.4
Not true 87 
 71.9 
 66.9
Don't knov 
 1 
 0.8 
 0.8No 	answer 
 9 
 6.9
 

130
 

C. 	 "We often lack needed
 
pills and drugs."
 

True 
 105 
 80.8 
 80.8
Not true 24 
 18.5 
 18.5
Don't know 
 1 
 0.8 
 0.8
 
No 	ansver
 

130
 

d. 	 "We often lack needed 
supplementary foods." 

True 
 102 
 82.9 
 78.5
Not true 
 21 
 17.1 
 16.2
 
Don't iwno 0 
No 	annv.r 7 
 5.4
 

130
 
* Extracted from "Reiult3 of tf,,- Health System Questjonnajre Administered bythe Ministry of Hlth ARE at
19781 A Reference Manu.il" 

132 Rural He dth Centers and Units March-AprU 
0, 

Health Care Delivery System Project: MonographMIT-Cairo University Healh Care Delivery System Project, Sponiored byUSA!D., May 1980 pp. 137-163. 
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APPENDIX VII 

C±..cu.1ax in'oxmation N~O4 

P4UGS AFBCTnIG BLOOD GLUCrOSE TEV-; 

(Pbhazmacologic an~d Toric' eff.cts). 
Although little effect may be AJ-iapatients xeceivig anticiliabetic trugs ozmna1 u- CSsbhoi~.Jd be ;vaca±fuLLy if ceany of the folJlcing dZxlgsneed to change iz3 gi*-ez, fox th3 poo'sith2sof aatidiabetic dosage xequi'emsztsg: 

I-DRUGSVidCH MAY EFBVATB BLOOD GLSUCOS~E'LV0M 
* Gxo..vlo 

- ThtihypextensiveB 

- Antizheuati±s 
- CoticosteroidB 

- Cathaaztios 

- luixetics 

- EstxOgena 
- Hepaxrin 
- Repatobilimogenlics 

- Morphine 

Genexic name 
Resexpin.e 

Indomethacin 
e.g. Coxtisone 
2zednizose 
Dexammeth-aazo 
Betamethazcne 

Pxedaniao.onae. 
Pher..olpIthal..in, 

Acetazolemide 

FasvmLde 

Cbhluxthalidoras 
B'hacriniqc acid 
Clop6ZUide 
ftiatzine 
'bazidee 

xnams(apl) 

Sezrpa±J. - avoj-Ine - Sexpaano 
-deelpan EB±z~iez,
Indocid. 

00a 

Agarol -Petxo'_.-,ax .i 
phenolphthal.ein, 
flismox -OI'damoz 

*-
Vjasiz- FJ.oxec ?ZZasex. 
k,-rotom - SlutiLn.
 
Edecria.
 
BrinLaex dia .
 
Dytide -'Lytac.
 
COtride 
Cidxez -

E.- ezo,-

R ena3a -

Oxal Oontaceotives.. 
Hrepaxji 

A-,g; l 'e ilepagxume 
Moxp-hin e 

- Fo-,a-e *.- uy
XIaidxex - DiclotxidL 

-y,,~ 21&e~r-
Plauinx .- et cora-s. 

.. 

U.giniae Boxbit-oCl. 
.. 

http:sbhoi~.Jd
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Lithium Carbonate PxiadF-l. 

Tricyclic Aoatidepl. TofraamiJ - Buf=an±J. 
(Iwmpiramiae) Melipzamine - Imizia.. 

2henothiaziaes Chloxjxomazine -.Lazgaot±J. 

-T.%nquj±lizexs 


.Pxomacid - Neuxaziae-
Aatensol Sparn-Moditen. 

Pioziae .. etc. 

Bitnoxin. - Tyvoxia.
-Ttfyxoi~d holmone Thyroxine 

-Disin.pec- NaJlidixic acid Iegiam - Naligzam iNIalidX-,
-Urinary 

tant- Nevign amon.
 

Nicotinic acid(Niacifl) . .
-Vasodialatols 

Nicatimyl alcohol Ronicol. 

11-DRUGS w~icH MAY DECREASE -BLOOD GLUJCOSE LEVEL 

Next-Vexabolln
-Anaabolic steroids Miethaadienone M-anabol 

Igimilin Saanotensin. 
- Atibypexteflsives Guanithid~ne 

Pxopxanolol Indezal Bentanil. 

- Atibiotics Chioxamphenicol. 
.e* xytetxacyc±l. . 

-Cu.azolidi" Aatixheumatics Phenyl. butazone ButaziJlidine 
Ticinil. 

Salicylates.. 

- .Analesics Pxopm;7phene Doloxene. 
Phenyxamidol Aaalex-n
 

- Aanoexogefl±Cs Penfluxamine Pondex~x. 

- ChemotzhewapeUxtics SulJphaaamides:
Sulfapbhemazol
.Stu.fame thazine.. 
Sulfisuxzazol 

- Du.±xeties Tzometlamni-neTh. 

- Ethyl. alcohol Eth~yl alcohol
 
Atxomid S 
 -Misclexon - Hypexcholestezolemics Clofibxate 
Lipomed. 

Halopexidol Halopexidol -Serenase- Txanqui].izexj 
Safenase. 

-"(uiAO InhIbitors) Pheneizines NxsXil. 
2xoben.
-~UxcosuxicsPxobenicid 

'Allopaxilol Zyloxic - Allopnm 

- Trypanocids 2entamidinle Lomodia. 
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ANI- INWCCTIVE DRUG flhE.'UCTI0O4S ~ ii 

A- MITBZIOTICS 
8- C ErJrHRAVEuTIC At' E.WS 

- Inhibition of activity of antimicrobial agents due to drug lnteractinnz is likely to be mistaken for microbial 
reita¢rce to thv antibiotic.
 

- Efec. n" antimiie€ubial ajents on the actions of othor drugs probably qc unnoticdd but may also give rise to
incre-se or decrease of intended activity or may cause cumbined toxicity. 

- So. Physicians in addition to limitina the number, of drugs prescribet concurrently, may need to warn patients

taking c rtain drugs against the use of over the counter (O~TC)medications
 

B- CesTERAPEUTIC AGENTS 

ANTI .FECTIE DRUG :ITERhCTING DRUGS ADVLRSE RE.1A'1S .1A V A GE ME I T 

Anino salicylic acid: Actinium chlorideb Increase urine acidity resulting in Avoid high dosage of 9H cl(P.A.S.) 300 mg 2 Aacozbic acid aminosalicylic acid crystalluria. 
 or ascorbic acid.Amnoxsi 500 mg I Oral anticoagulants Increased hy.o-pro*-hrombenomid Readjustment of anticoagulant" Do i 500 Iresulting in increased anticoagulant dosage.
 

effect (dicounarol type)
Probencid : nhancement of blood level of PAS 

- Proban 2-4 times leading to P.A.S. toxicity Treatment under observation 
- Ben2md

H- with reduction of PAS dosage.Iibirol 
Pfampin Reduced serum rifampin level due to Spacing 8 - 12 hours. 

impaired gastrointestinal rifamplnSabsorption. , 

Diphen ydram-r-tt Impair qastrointestinal absorption of: MlakeVAS .rosihlY due to its ef.ect on effort to give PlA whenPharmacological effect of 
2 oastro:ntestinal .otility , Diphenhydramino is at a minimum.-

Para aminobonzoic Administration of PAZ,. may ho expecte4 It would ba prudent to avoid PA3Aacid (PABA) to inhibit the antimicrobial activity: administration in patients receicF PAS action on T.B. as that of ving PAS. 
sul fonamides on other organisms 

Ethionamidor) Cycloserine : Potentiating central nervous system Watch carefully for C.N.S.trOnca e:2 
 Toxicity of cyclonerino 2 toxicity.. _ 
tiid , Alcohol Probible psychotoxic reaction 
 Avoid excess alcohol ingeston 

aa
loKigsto
 

http:CIRCUL.RA
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frazm)idoi.u Alcohol I hol into,,rnce (naus e I ,x.auit.- Avoid alcohol ingestion
TLoxone-ru,izol 	 tint)

Tyramins containing Hypertensive crisis due to Increased '.void tyramine containing food 
foods. MAO inhibition effect e.g. bananas-old cheese-chocolSchicken liver ae€....
 

: Nitrofurantoin t 
Iruradaatin) s Dianox, cidamox, a Duo to alkaline urine, nitrofurahtoin: nitrofurantoin is more effect 

a colifuran. (dcetozo,amito), gbeomes less active. 	 in acid urine. 
a 	 'sod.bicazb. t 

Nalidixic acid . ,Antagonize the nalidixic effcct. Avoid concomitant therapy. 
t (negram) 

rsoniazid (Z...H.) Oiphenylhlantoin Blood level of dilantin is increased A inticonvulsant dosage should t 
(Dilantin) 9 due to Inhibition of its ntuabolima a decreased if necessary 

-"anticonvulsant) 9 in the liver leading to Intoxication.: 

P.A.S. Incrersed fIH blood l-vA due to its This interaction is beneficial 
a decreased acutylation. 
I Disulfiram Adverse mental changes a coordination: Better avoid concomitant use 
S antabusle problems due to inhibition of both : 

i P. hydroxylase & monoamine oxidase s 
Alcohoi Decrease of rNH activity 

I Aluminrum containing Decreased isoniazid absorption : Avoid simultaneous adminisatra 
a Antacids I a of both, give IXN an bour befc 

£ : antacid. 
SPifampin Possible increased Leatotoxicitv in Shose patients should be monit 

patients with previous liver d"ucago more closely.

and /or in those who are slow nac

a a tivators.
 

: .ethenamine 	 t Acetazolpmide a Alkalinization of urine will it not : Should not be used together 
a Urinary pathogens 	s Sod. bicarb. a favorable for methenani'e which need : 
t in a iu medium : Thiazide diuretics : PH 5.5 or lower to give a 

-- lsidrex- Enduron - a Formaldehyde in urinefliaadl amine (UritonOe 

a Hiprux 	 : hydrazide Renese-Sa-: 

: luron - Pnntya 

:'Sulfon-amidos e.g.) Crystailuria (because of the acid Preferable to use sulfonamide, 
Sulfdizine a medium required for methenaaaine) which do not precipitate in u:ulf 'yridene ).a e.g. sulfasoxazol. 

a Sulfa merazine ta 
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ga A'TI IfiIrT.IVE DRUG I 1.TRACTI4G DRUGS I AVmnsc rcnnuS Mn A N'A G E nE T S 

s alidixLc acid 
(negram) 

Oral anticoagulants
t wnalidixic a  warfarn 

increase of anticoagulant effect as 
acid displaces warfarin

from human albumin binding sites 
Reduction of anticoagulant dosea 
maay be required. 

t Naligram 
.9 v orqanis : Iitrofurantoin Antaqonize the effect of nalidixic. Avoid concomitant 

a 
colifuran 
furadantoin 

£ acid. 
£ 

a 

PLperazine 
thLoderazine 

~ 

a 

Phe.iothiazines 
(tranquilizers) 
sparine-prozino 

: phenergan  torecan 
melleril-stelazine 

etc... 

Exaggerated phenotraizLne effect 
a 
: 

I 

cautiously when used together 

i 
Pyraainaimide 
(ajaLnst T.B. to 
hospital only. 
AL.NMI.DE) TEBPA=D 

• P.A.S. 
: Probenecid 
" salicylates 

: 

: These agents Inhibit the hyper 
: uricemia following pyrazinamLde 
S therapy 
3 

may b,&Intended for use to inhi! 
pyrazinande induced hyperuric 

- t 

(Probenecid in equal dose as 
1 pyrazismide) 

P):,imethamine 
(ant. malarial 
antitoxo-plasmic) 

fDaraprim 
Erbapreliza: 

Folic acid 

Quinine 

: 

% Inhibition of p-rimethamine effect 
:I (due to its affect on folic acid of 
: the parasite). 

excess freo quinine in blood due to 
. Its displacement from plawmaproteain:binding by pyrimethamine 

S ?olic acid should not be given 
$ to patients on pyrimethamine 
t therapy for toxoplasmosis 

should not be given together 
or if necessary reduction ofquinine dosage Is needed. 

Sulfonamides -rulfinpyrazone Increase of blood level of sulfona-
::A~urane for gout,: mides due to its displacwment from 

-Probanecid. . plasma protein bindings-which may 
-Indomethacin afit-ft renal excretion. 

: "Zndocid 
-butazolldine : 

.-Phenyle buta:one 
-Salicylatos : 

-Antacids i decrease sulfonamide absorption 

The prescriber should be aware 
£ p possible .nteraction. 

: 

3 

t 

% doses of the 2 drugs must be sp 
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b- cII!.r g CUTl AONr.5 

M A N A G E M E N 
CO.S 


DRUG 

SulfonamidqI (Cent.) 
ANTI VIFECTIVE 

a$ 


zirrRACTGDDVS 

I u o 3 

does of the 2 drugs ust be spaced.

Since sulfonaImides act by Inhibitio - MaeltheticU 


dezfivstiVel

Ir.tter use non PA in patients 

pABA of the micro organism, 
the :for local Anaesthesi& 

use of PADA local anaethetics tA csofs ivi. g sulfOnaideslocal) sulfo A tI derivatives of PAM effect of 1 lmdes:rb ocok~:ue 
i antagonize the 
(benzocainO,procaines
itetrocaine etc... 


Avoid concomitAnt use. 
interfere with the action of non-
:-ineral oil 
absorbable sulfona ides. 

II ishould not be used together.effect.?inLizethe antibacterial
I PABM (due to the lattere s 

i of sulfonamidess1 on PBAM of bacteria) t
 

9 

t specific action 

not-be used together.should(as athamine requir
crystalluri

1 Methenamine 
acid medium) the caseIfollow cautiously

compounds. 
i Increased articoagulants 

effect 
: Oral anticoaqul&nts bi iing sites) 

t (due to displaccmant from 
t couma Line 


increased sulfonylurea hypoglycemia

Olycemics 

tolbutamide by aulfaphenazoleof 

a(orisul-Neasulfa-phisuifat). :To be given with caution and a 
i Increased sulfonamide 

crystalluria 

Paraldehyde 

I, (lesS goluble sulfou ides). ladequate fluid intake.
 

if used together.great caution 
enhanced methotreaate action ?$thotroxate 


aa Ia 

_ _ __ _ _I _ 
_ _ 

a 
_ _ _ _ 

Ciro. Infor. W1"+ 
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APPEN DIX VIII 

Egyptian Pharmacopia 

Description: 

- The medicaments included in the pharmacopla are those substances or 
mixtures of substances of therapuetic or pharmaceutical necessity. 

With few exceptions the substances of the pharmacopia, which are 
commonly arranged by biological methods are those for which a 
standard or reference has been recommended by the permanent commi
ssion on biological standardization of the World Health Organization of. 
the United Nations. 

In the preparation of the Egyptian Pharmacopia, the text of latest editions 
of the U.S. French, British, Swiss, German, Danish, Italian, Dutch, Spanish 

and International Pharmacopia are taken into consideration. 

The Pharmacopia is divided into 4 sections: 

1. 	 General notices, which give the meaning of some words used in the 

book and the kind of system used and under that condition. 

2. 	 General section, which deals with the sampling and examination of 

drugs, their extraction and alkalaidel array. 

described for the following: determinationIn this section, official methods are 
residue extractions,of uniformity limits of powders and alcohol, insoluble 

volatile and non-volatile extractions, volatile oils, moisture, crude fibres and 

nitrogen. Specifications are also given for the determination of viscosity, 

melting temperature, boiling temperature, specific gravity, refractive index, 

optical raxation, iodine value, .and pH value. This section also has methods of 
tests for clarity of solutionsterilization, tests for sterility and tests for pyrogen, 

for 	 limit, of alkalinity, tests forfor 	injection, test for glass including tests 
temperature and tests for identification of chemicals. 

3. 	 Special section, which includes the official articles arranged in the 
alphabetical order of their Latin names. At the same time it brings 
together medicaments and preparations of the same nature. 

The drugs mentioned in this section fall into 4 categories; 

a. 	 Chemical compounds both organic and inorganic, 

b. 	 Crude drugs whether of vegetable or of animal origin, 

c. Pharmaceutical preparation, 

d. Biological products including serums, vaccines, and organo
therapeutical preparations. 
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These drugs are fully described to furnish, as far as possible, a uniform classical 
account of each comprising its origin, characteristics, identification and purity. 

4. 	 The appendices, which include accounts of the general reagents, 
test solutions, volumetric solution, colorimetric solutions, buffer 
solutions and indicators required for the tests in the pharmacopia 
as well as tables for the following: 

Atomic weight - diluted alcohols for drops/gm of liquid medicines, isotonic 
solution of drugs intended for IV for eye drops and lotions. Correction of 
specific gravities at different temperatures. Specific gravity of different 
concentration in solution of ammonia hydroxide, acetic acid, Nitric acid, 
Sulphuric acid, and alcohol. The international biological standard. 
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APPENDIX IX 

Index of Specialists 

This book is designed in a way to provide physicians, pharmacists and chemists 

with recent and as complete information regarding foreign as well as locally 

manufactured pharmacutical preparations as possible. 

It is classified into three sections: 

5$ection I (white pages): 

The products listed in this section are classified under respective drug groups 

according to their pharmacodynamic actions. Most of their drug groups are 

divided into subgroups. 

to cover the followingProduct description is made in one form of monograph 
or chemical name, modeinformation: drug group, form, scientific code,generic 

of action or indication, trade name, pack, manufacturers, available sizes and 

strengths. 

Section 11(pink pages): 

The drug listed alphabetically by trade names and followed by manufacturer's 

name. 

number in Section IThe number following the trade name refers to the page 
which contains product description. 

Section III (yellow pages): 

The product listed in the section by generic names. The generic names applied in 

this index are according to the British Pharmacopia. The number following the 

refers the number Section I indicating productgeneric name to page in 
description. 

Last edition was the fifth edition in 1977. 
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APPENDIX X 

.phfracist QuestionnaL e 

Distributed by The Futures Group at the Second Conference for PharmaCisst 

held by the Family of the Future AssocioC and The Pharmacists syndicate 

21-21 November, i9BI. 

CL 

r ' ' , U--- L.-_,.4 , . __ . _ . 

., .-.- .. - .1 
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PHARMACIST QUESTIONNAIRE 

In l?duction. Would u pleasee ake a minutes r fill out folio g
quest Dnalre. W are c ducting ,Jdy o the chara ristics of yptia
pharma s and p .. macists deteririne wher additional rvices mi t be 
offered. WKappreciate your cooperation. 

I. Please fill in the following information: 

-. ,Sex ( )Male ( )Female 

Age: 

Religion: 

Name of University:
 

Year of Graduation:
 

2. 	 Which of the following best describes your current position? 

( ) Pharmacy Owner ( ) Work in pharmacy owned by someone else 

( ) Work in government hospital/clinic
 

( ) Other:
 

3. 	 Where is your place of work located? 

Village-- Market Governorate Cairo/District 

4. 	 Please check the days of the week that you are open, and fill in the hours 
open each day. 0 km te-" A - # -- , 

*( Monday. 	 ( ) idy__ 

( ) sday 	 ( )Satur 

C ) Wedne ay_ _ ) Sunday 

( ) Thursday 

Do you have a scheduling or a shift arrngvement with another pharmacy? 

( )Yes ( )No

5. 	 Approximately how many customers visit 	your pharmacy during a typical 
day? (#) 

1>
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6. 	 How many other pharmacies are close to your pharmacy? (#) 

7. 	 Do you consider your business to be: 

) Large ( ) Medium ( ) Small 

8. 	 In general, what .do you consider to be the main reason that people come 
to your pharmacy instead of another one? 

( ) 	Good relations With my clients 

( ) Convenient location
 

( ) Open more hours
 

( ) Offer more services
 

( ) Other
 

9. 	 Which of the following services are offered in your pharmacy? (Check as 
many as appiy.) 

( ) Injections ( ) Drug preparation 

( ) Special Hours ( ) Referrals 

( ) GiftItems ( ) First Aid 

C)Counseling oT)'Te

10. 	 Of all the people who buy drugs in your store, would you say that men, 
women, or children are the majority? 

( ) men 

( ) women
 

( ) children
 

ii. 	 What percent of your customers would you say are regular customers 
that is, customers who continue to come back to your store? %_ 

12. 	 Do the majority of people who buy drugs in your pharmacy buy for 
themselves, for an adult relative, or for a child? 

( ) 	Self ( ) Other adult ( ) Child 

13. 	 What are the most common illnesses among the people who live in the 
area where your store is located? 
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14. What drugs are most commonly asked for to treat these common 
Ulnesses?
 

*. at W a e--mp 	 f E-1n u 

About what percent of your customers ask for a specific drug? 

About what percent of your customers have a prescription for a specific 
--. 
drug when they come 'nto your pharmacy? 	 %6 

,e4. About what percent of prescriptions are -om a health care unit and what 

percent from a private doctor? _ 

Plgs he- ?un byouN~ ie - h op n-tonons, 

Very Not.
 
Often Sometimes Often N ever
 

Di heaalone ) ) ( (
 
Vom'ing alone ( ) ( ( ) ( )
 

rh a and vomiting ( ( ) ( ) ( )
 
An ia.)
 
Bloo in u ne) C)(

Fever.) ) ) C )

S mach tch (C

Cu or w nds (\) ( C )

Boneches ( ) C )\ ()
 
Sgreth at C) ( ) ( C
 

Pre nan( 	 ) )Te 	 C ) C)) ( )() ".( ) 


/, .	 If someone asks your advice about birth control, which of the foLlowing methods do you 
recommend? 

( ) Pi 	 ( ) Foaming Tablet ( ) Condom 

C )IUD C) Cream 	 C) Diaphragm 

( ) 3elly ( ) Rhythm 
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18. For your clients, what is the percent requiring treatment and what
 
is the suggested treatment for each of the following diseases. 

Z of people Suggestion rot
 
in your pharmacy treatment
 

Diarrhea only 

-Vomiting only 

Diarrhea and vomiting 

Fever
 

Sore throat
 

Pregnancy complications
 

Blood in urine 

Pain in stomach 

Burns and wounds 

Tetnas 

Backache 

Cold
 

Anemia
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6	 What is your primary source of information about:/£j 	 . 

A. 	 Existing drugs 

B. 	 New drugs 

C. 	 Treatment of disease 

A. 	 If a prson had a high fever. ____ 

a person haid back pain.____________________B. 	 If 

C. 	 If an in t hadsimple __
 

diarrhea ithout vom'iting.
 

D. 	 tlfan infant had diarrhea :\'_ _ _ 

"' 
vomiting. " 

.	 If for te past two dYa
 
personh d a sore throat.
 

" F. 	 If person ha burned his/ 

er and with to\l
 

G. 	 If you th ght a person had
 
schistosom is.'-


H. 	 if ou thought person had _. __
 

me \les.
 

I. 	 if you t ought a woehan had _'
 

complications of preganancy.
 

1• \ 
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About how often do your customers who do not have a -specific symptom ask your 

advice about howtco improve their general health? 

)Not often ( )Never
often ( ) Sometimes( )Very 


What kind of additional information about drugs, treatments, business practices,
 

or other areas would be useful to you?
 

.... 
you visited by a detailer? per 
Hlow many times per month are 

, 
month. 
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4. For a new drug, what are the factors which would determine customer 
lreferance? 

Pz/. What are the most important problems you encounter In your business? 


